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Popu1al"!
-fot- good reasons
R

ADIO enthusiasts wanted an expertly designed, moderate-priced set that any intelligent man or woman could operate. So we
built the Popular, to sell at a popular price.

Just two dials to turn to find the stations
broadcasting within a range of 500 miles. As
you become more experienced you can reach out
twice as far. You don't have to become an
expert to operate this set to your complete
sati:sfaction. But the more you know about
radio, the better you will appreciate it.
The fine piano finish, mahogany case,
moulded and shielded panel, Bakelite dials and
splendid beauty of the Popular promises you a
set you will be proud to own. And that promise
comes true! I t is the ideal set for busy folks
who want the thrills of radio.
THE C. D. TUSKA CO., Hartford, Conn.

Popul~r No. 225
Tuska Regenerative .Receiving Set
Tuska receiver, detector and 2-stage amplifier. Armstron g regenerative circuit, licensed
under Armstrong, U. S. Pat. No. 1113149. Sensitive for long-range stations. Loud volume
for nearby broadcasting. Clear, natural and
undistorted tones. Can be used with phones
or loud speaker.
Send for Catalog No. 14

TUSKa RaDIO
www.americanradiohistory.com

A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc.
. Richmotld Hill,N. Y.
"'estern Branch
45 J East 3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.
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· An Illustrated Monthly Devoted to Radio
Volume III

APRIL, 1923

Radio is playing a big part in the m ovies these days. This is a scene ·from the Preferred
Pictures Corporation film , "Thorns and Oran ge Blossoms." The player operating the Kennedy
set is Kenneth Harlan, star of the picture.
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"Si" Listens In
H E folks down on the farm are no longer
isolated and behind the times, thanks to the
T
radio. They get the weather reports, the
market news and the latest opera and dance music.
The broadcasting of stock reports has become a
very important thing to the far mer with wheat and
cattle t o sell. And, he's taking every advantage of it.

FOUNDED 1921

Chicago is trying out the "silent night." Now,
if the amateurs and spark hounds will only desist
on Monday nights maybe the "silent night" will
mean something.

PUBLISHED EVERY MONTH BY

RADIO TOPICS, Publishers
1112 North Blvd.
OAK PARK, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.

Do the girls wear those radio boots so they can
sidestep the damp waves, 'e r what?

J. RAY MURRAY, EDITOR
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Blocking the Radio Trust
o

not lose heart because the White-Kellog bill,
which passed the House of Representatives
January 31, got no further. \iVhether or not
a strong "lobby" was respon sible for its not reach- ,
ihg the Senate committee cannot be told except
by those on the "inside."
However, Congress is not asleep. It is laying
the groundwork for a Federal radio control law
that will be more far-reaching than the White-Kellog measure and which will effectively prevent the
formation of a "trust." Already an investigation is
under way-headed by Representative Wallace
White, the daddy of the first bill-which will inquire into the activities of th e radio corporation
and ascertain if they are or are not violating antitrust statutes in the United States.
The radio bill has been put over until December,
but its sponsors are not inactive.

D

Killing the Goose

/

, T H E American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, who have been shaking the
movie theatre men down to the tune of 20 cents
a seat per year for playing their music, now have
turned their attention to broadcasting stations and
want $5 a day from them.
It is estimated this would net them about a million dollars a year - for advertising their songs.
Wouldn't you call that crust?
The theatre men are ' now fighting this unjust
music tax. Are the American composers going to
be short-sighted enough to kill the goose that lays
the golden egg-advertising-for them via radio,

alsQ?

Editorial of the Month
Broadcasting Record's
(Chicago J ourna!)

The broadcasting record for a woman's voice is
claimed for a recent test covering 3,500 miles of
space.
At Douglas, Alaska, on the night of January 6,
Mrs. Robert E. Coughlin plainly heard "Mother
Machree" being broadcasted from station PWX.
The singer was Miss Harriet Williams, a member
of the staff of the American consul-general in Havana, Cuba. The Cuban Telephone Company verified
the record.
The distance, 3,500 miles, easily establishes the
feasibility of broadcasting the human voice across
the Atlantic ocean. Some allowance must be made
for the wonderful atmospheric rarity of northern
latitudes like northern Canada and Alaska in midwinter. But, when atmospheric conditions are right,
radio transmission from east to west, and vice 'versa,
has already scored wonderful records.
One can appreciate only faintly what it means to
those who are imprisoned in high northern latitudes
in winter to be suddenly brought into intimate touch
with the outside world. In lonely Hudson Bay
Company's posts, in northern Canada, radio sets are
now a portion of normal equipment. In th e faraway
hamlets that stretch almost to the Arctic circle the
long winter nights are lonely no longer, for the
radio brings music and oratory and news bulletins
from the great world to the south.
We live in an age of marvels, but each development in applied science is only, apparently, the vestibule of a still more marvelous one. The regulation
of "laws of the air" will bring order out of present
crude experiments in broadcasting sounds. The
scientific tuning of radio apparatus will preserve the
most delicate shadings of the human voice through
vast spaces.
Not so long ago it took days, weeks, or even
months for intelligence from the outside world to
penetrate hamlets on the outskirts of civilization.
Today the human voice, thanks to radio development, is becoming independent of railways, or postoffices, or even the electric telegraph. The air has
lent wings to the human voice that defy space.
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"Wired Wireless" to Solve
Broadcasting Problem
COMPANY FORMED TO SELL BROADCASTED CONCERTS TO REGULAR
SUBSCRIBERS -$60,000,000 CORPORATION

s the

question of "who is go- now consulting engineer of the
ing to pay the artists who are corporation. The wired wireless
nightly called upon to play at is merely a patented device wherebroadcasting stations," to be answered by the adoption of the by the overhead aerial, ground
plan sponsored by the North wire and storage and dry battery
American Company? That some cells are eliminated; the mere plugsolution of this yexing problem ging in on the ordinary electric
must soon be arrived at every de- light wiring circuit serves as the
voted radio fan in the country
means to effect radio communicaagrees.
tion. The plan is to sell the radio
Professional entertainers cannot afford t o work for nothing, instruments on the monthly inand the big companies have been stallment basis, as the electric
sitting up nights trying to devise light companie; sell electric toastsome system whereby they can ers, irons, vacuum cleaners, etc. In
get some return for this service addition, the small charge for the
besides the selling of receiving
entertainment service is added to
sets and accessories.
, the electric bill at the end of each
According to Variety, aNew
York theatrical weekly, this is the month.
"A system of attuning t o varisolution:
ous
wavelengths will permit the
What w,ill probably develop
into the most gigantic radio un- subscriber to tune into any dividertaking yet is the plan now be- sion desired. These divisions are
ing developed by the North divided as follows: Dance music,
American Company, which is be- opera and symphony orchestra
hind a "wired wireless" enter- concert sermons and lectures,
prise. It provides for centralized news reports anent sporting
broadcasting stations, with the en- events, t opical news of the day,
tertainment arranged by an of- weather and agricultural events,
ficial director. This service will be etc" and ligh t entertainment.
Cryst al and Tube Used
paid for by the radio subscribers,
and, accordingly, will bring into
"Experiments conducted for
demand talent from all spheres, two months with the Cleveland
which will bt! proportionately re- Electric Illuminating Co. have
imbursed for th eir services.
proved the practicability of this
"It is the first official cognizance new radio innovation to the satisby the radio people that the talent faction of the North American
must be, paid for, and is to be con- Company. The latter, by its lisidered as a very important factor cense arrangement with General
Squier, has the privilege of subin popularizing radio.
li censing to anybody it sees fit.
Plans Far-reaching
All that is necessary, technically,
"The plans are so far-sweeping are a simple crystal set and vacan d ambitious that were it not for uum tube receivers to facilitate
the fact that a corporation which loud speaking. The instrument ithas since proved its success in self is not much larger than the
supplyin g heat and power to va- ordinary desk telephone, although
rious cities and townships is be- a bit more bulky and clumsier in
hind it, it would sound like the appearance. On it are the various
colloquial 'pipe dream.' The North dials to permit switching from one
American Company has for its wavelength to the other.
"What effect on show business
basis th e li censed patents of Major-General George Owen Squier, in general this new device will
chief signal officer of the U. S. A., have is startlin g in its revolution-

I
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ary possibilities. Typical advertisements, advertising radio receiving sets, reading something
like, 'No need to dress up and go
out in the cold and spend a lot of
money and come home worn out
when you can put on comfy
clothes and slippers, sit by the
fireside and let the best entertainers in the world amuse you,'
is a fair idea of what radio' may
mean to the theater. The New
Yorker or any inhabitant of a big
city like Chicago. Boston or San
Francisco has but little idea what a
grip radio has on the country in
general. Any medium-sized city
under 50,000 population best reflects the citizenry's reaction ,to
the new fad. The small town papers feature radio almost daily,
and it is to them it will have its
greatest appeal- and greatest
drawback, from the theater's point
of view.
Wall Street Interested
"Wall Street heard of the undertaking first more th an a month
ago and speculators plunged in
the stock of the company, which
was run up from $100 to $119 a
share in a week or so befor~ the
public knew of the scheme. The
high quotation has since been well
maintained, indicating the belief
in financial circles that the project
promises important profits.
"The North American Company is a trading and holding corporation with a broad charter under which it can engage in a variety of businesses. It controls
and aids in financing a number of
street railway and electric light
and power companies, including
the entire railway and electric
service system of Milwaukee and
transit and electric service systems in St. Louis. It controls or
is interested in the Detroit Edison, Kentucky Coal Co, and the
Edison Company, Cleveland."
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,The "Fol·d" of the Radio Field
T last we have the "flivver"
U n ele Sam I ssues New
receiving set.
I t is so
Radio Books
called not because of its
low cost-the crystal set still
holds the record for that and low
HE United States Signal
up-keep-but because of its comCorps is issuing a series of
pactness and long distance record.
radio pamphlets describing
'I;he one shown here is the
the principles and operation of
handiwork of W. E. Foster, 2308
radio apparatus, with particular
Bryant
avenue,
Minneapolis.
reference to ' the types of appaMinn., and cost in the neighborratus employed in the radio servhood of $8 to build. It is about
ice of the Signal Corps.
as simple in design as any single
Probably the publ ication of thi s
circuit set could be, with but one
series
which is best known to the
control the 23-plate condenser,
public
is Signal Corps Radio Comand occupies the space usually allotted to ohe ' unit of an ordinary munication Pamphlet No, 10,
" The Principles Underlying Raset.
Mr. Foster claims he has heard dio Communication." It is a book
programs
broadcasted
from of over 600 pages, which contains
Louisville, Ky., Atlanta, Ga., Los more than 300 illustrations, and is
Angeles, and Fort Worth, Texas. an elementary text covering the
He states it is extremely sensitive , principles of radio communication
and there's no doubt it will b e and the more important radio
popular with the radio fans who methods and apparat1;1s. A copy
are looking for a simplified hook- may be purchased for $1 from the
I Superintendent
of Documents,
up with a long range.
Printing
Office,
. There are no superfluous parts Government
to this "flivver" and it will no Washington, D. C.
"Wave metres and Decremedoubt be th e means ' of assisting
many ardent fans to g r aduate tres," Signal Corps Radio Comfrom the crystal set class to the munication Pamphlet No. 28, has
recently appeared. It contains fifone tube contingent.
ty-five pages and
a n u m be r of
illustrations, including
photog raphs. It discusses the principles of the
measurement of
the decrement of
damp~d
waves.
Detailed descriptions are given of
the construction
of the various
types of wavemetres and decrem e t res employed by the
Signal Corps and
instructions for
. their use. ' A copy
of Radio Communication Pamphlet No. 28 can
(I"ternational N nusrec/ Photo)
be purchased for
Fam ous "Flivver R adi o," which can be built at a cost 10 cents from t he
of about $8. It consists of a vernier rheost a t, o?e 50-tur n Sup erint endent
honeycomb coil, a g rid condenser, 23-plate vanable conof Documents.
denser a n d t ube.

A
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Court Decides Against
"Bootleg" Tubes
UDGE AUGUSTUS N.
HAND, in the United States
District Court, for the Southern District of N ew York, recently handed down decisions in
three patent suits brought by the
Radio Corporation for infringement of the DeForest audion
patents by the manufacture and
sale of vacuum tubes fot: radio
purposes.
In all three cases
Judge Hand granted preliminary
injunctions asked for.
The first of these s ui t. '\"as that
of the Radio Corporation of
America against La ' France Import & Sales Company, In c., and
others, who are manufacturing
and selling a vacuum tub e known
as the "La France" detector and
amplifier.
The second suit was against
Harry Rosenthal and others who
are manufacturing and selling a
vacuum tuLe detector and amplifier known as the Perfection tube.
The third suit was against the
Radio Guild, Inc., a dealer in the
"Perfection" tubes.
One of the principal defenses
urged upon the Court for a denial
of the preliminary injunction motions was that Radio Corporation
of America had no rights to maintain the suit because the DeForest
Radio Telephone and Telegraph
Company was the owner of the
DeForest audion patents. This
defense, as well as other defenses,
was overruled by Judge Hand in
granting the preliminary injunctions.

J
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Photographs Sent by Radio
PORTRAIT OF PRESIDENT HARDING BROADCASTED FROM WASHINGTON
TO PHILADELPHIA-PREDICTS MOVIES \i\TITHIN YEAR
HE first successful transmission of photographs took place on
March 3rd, a portrait of President Harding being placed in a
camera-like outfit in the Naval Radio station at Washington,
D. C, and was broadcasted to another camera-like apparatus 130 miles
away on the top of the Evening Bulletin building City Hall Square,
Philadelphia.

T

A group of newspape r publishers, scientists and the inventor stood
about the radio receiving set and watched a blinking star cause a little
hair strung across the camera lens vibrate. The brilliancy of the
shadow cast upon a photographic negative slowly evolved into the
complete picture of the Chief Executive.
T est Was Successful
The test was under the auspices
of the North American N ewspaper Alliance. The apparatus by
which the picture was sent is the
invention of C Francis Jenkins of
'vVashington.
Mr. Jenkins, who watched the
demontration, believes within a

(I7It er7l atio"al N ewsreel Photo)

C. Francis Jenkins, inventor o{
photographic radio machine, h olding
one of the discs used to transmit
photographs by ether.

year his apparatus will be sending
motion pictures by the air. It is a
simple step from the successful
experiment of today, he is certain.
Experiments were attempted
with three photographs, those of
President Harding, Vice President Coolidge and Governor Pinchot of Pennsylvania.

President Harding's portrait was
the only distinct one received. The
fact that the Bulletin Building is
in a business district, with tall
buildings on a\l ?ides, hindered
perfect reception. Every structure
nearby acted as a ground, so that
many blemishes in the picture
were due to the imperfections in
radio reception, which will be
eliminated with the progress of
the science.
An apparatus had been installed
on the tenth story of the Bulletin
Building. It was a big camera,
divided in two parts, with the lens
in Washington and the photographic plat~s in Philadelphia.
The Mechanism Described
On one of the box-like mechanisms
was a device made chiefly from an
ordinary automobile headlight bulb.
Something analagous to a periscope
was attached to this, a vibrating mirror, whose purpose was to reflect the
photographic rays of light.
The next step in thE. proce':)s was to
procure a card to fit over the lens.
A hole had been drilled about as
wide as a pencil. An oblong slot several times longer than it was wide,
was cut in the center of the card. An
ape rture remained, and it was placed
so the center fitted over the hole.
A black hair was pasted lengthwis e
down the card. Two important factors were that the hair had to be
black, and th at it had to just pass
over the small opening.
The little' party ':)t00d about the apparatus. The room remained light.
Soon a little star was seen sparkling
through the hole.
R ays Trace P icture
A set of prismatic plates began to
rotate. The shapeness of the light set
the hair quivering. The quivering of
the hair cast a shadow upon the opening. The prismatic plates kept the

www.americanradiohistory.com

ray of li gh t moving slowlly. It pas':)ed
down the negative and continued to
do so again and again in parallel lines,
a small fraction of an inch apart.
The portrait of President Harding
was traced on the negative. The
brightness with which the spark
twinkled decided the inten sity of the
effect upon the negative which appeared when placed in the developing
solution in the photographic dark
room.
The theory was somewhat the same
as that l=ut in practice by every
youngster-to place a coin under a
sheet of paper, draw lines up and
down over the hidden coin, take the
sheet from the table, and behold, a
perfect copy of the money, Indian'':)
head or bull.
P rinted F r om N egative
The sending was done from an ordinary photograph. At the receiving
end the process was reversed. The
picture when received through the
air was printed from a negative in
the ordinary manner.
All of the features of radio are preserved. The antenna used in receiving consisted of a single ' wire, with
the camera-like box substituting for
the headphone s. The radio receiving
apparatus consisted of a detector and
amplifying unit of the type used by
many amateurs.
(Copyrighted by the North American News·
paper Alliance and permission granted
RADIO TO ? I CS to reprint same from New
York World.)

(I7Itenlatio"llal Newsreel Photo)

Sending set of prism atic lens d iscs,
invent ed by C. Francis J en kins, successfully used t o send photographs
by radio .
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Chicago Tries Out ,the
"Silent Night"
O

Operators are also warned that
NE "silent night" a week
was agreed upon recently any change in the characterization
by all the broadcasting sta- of the radio apparatus or service
tions of Chicago, and Monday was of their station must be authorchosen as the night when every ized by the Secretary of Comradio fan can go a-fishing for long- merce as required by regulation
distance stations. The thing has 70. This authority is given in the
proved a success so far and was form of a new license showing the
greeted with enthusiasm by the ' new characteristics of the station.
countless thousands of receiver
owners on the first night.
Alderman John Toman was the
Broadcasts One-Act
originator of the idea and through
Plays
a canvas of fans conducted by the
Chicago Daily News radio departRadio fans of the United States
ment it wa'S found the idea met will be entertained on the evening
with popular favor. This is in line of April 17 with another feature
with "silent night" observed by attraction from Westinghouse
Davenport, Iowa, and Atlanta, station KYyv. Since the entire
Ga.; also other cities in the East. production of "Shore Leave" was
At a meeting of the council broadcast from Powers' Theatre,
committee on gas, oil and electric Chicago, several months ago \iVillight Feb. 20, E. A. Beane, United son J. Weatherbee and \ Valter C.
States radio inspector; Wilson J. Evans, director and chief engineer
\Veatherbee, managing editor of respectively of KYW, have enstation
KYW;
William
S. deavored to develop the broadHedges, editor of radio depart- casting of spoken drama to meet
ment Chicago Daily News; Thorne the popular demand of the invisDonnelly and Elliott J enkens of ible audience for this form of enstation WDAP, I. Herriott of the tertainment. Their efforts have
American Radio League and J. J. culminated in arranging through
Novak of RADIO TOPICS were pres- the co-operation of Jessie Boyce
Landis, director of the North
ent.
Another proposition is now be- Shore Players' Company, a schedfore Chicago law makers, submit- ule of one-act plays to be proted by D. E. P. S. Miller, a West duced from time to time in the
Side Chicago radio fan, asking for studio of KYW.
The first of t hese is entitled
a staggered time schedule when
all stations would keep silent. For "Bargain Day," and was arranged
instance, it is proposed the hours and directed under the personal
between 6-and 7 on Sunday be supervision of Mrs. Landis. The
"silent," 7 to 8 on MQnday, 8 to 9 part of the harassed husband will
on Tuesday, 9 to 10 on vVednes- be played by Sidney M. Spiegel,
day, 10 to 11 on Thursday, 11 to Jr., who act ed the role when the
12 on Friday, and Saturday from play was given in Chicago. The
12 to ' 1 a. m., thus enabling the finale lead will be enterpreted by
local fans to hear "the world in a Jessie Royce Landis.
week," as Dr. Miller expresses it.

Amateur Opera tors
Suspended
The Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Navigatiori, has recently suspended the licenses of a
number of amateur operators for
violation of the act of August 13,
1912, section 4, regulations 3, 4
and 15. Similar action may be
taken against any other operator
reported for violation of the radio
law.

L ike Cocoanuts?
E have heard of all so r ts of
prizes for those who listen
. in on the nightly concer ts
from Cleveland, Chicago, Newark
a n d other points, but the offer of
Station WQAM, Miami, " Daily
Metropolis," t akes the cake.
To each of the first t housand
listeners who r eported hearing
WQAM on a recent March evening, Florida - grown cocoanuts
w er e mailed, post free. Did you
get yours?

W
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Station KYW is now widely
known to be the first broadcasting station i~ America to have
broadcast an entire drama directly from the stage of a theater, and
the aim of the management is t o
give KYW's audience more plays
and to make the station a theater
without a stage.

New Meyers Tube on
Market
Elman B. Myers of the Radi o
Audion Company, who is establishing new factory headquarters
at Montreal, Canada, announces
the discovery of a new filament
which will be used in a tube for
radio purposes which will be guaranteed for five years.
The average amateur who had
at some time or oth er purchased the Myers Hi-Mu tubes
can now return their used
tubes together with $5 and receive
one of these new Hi-Mu tubes,
which, connected direct to either
110 volts D C or A C, requires no
fil t ers.
The tubes 111 appearance and
general physical dimensions are
the same as the former ones that
were put out by the Radio Audion
Company, of which Mr. Myers
was engineer. Mr. Myers can be
reached for the present at the
Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Canada. The new tube sells for $10
and carries a five-year guarantee.

War Her o at WGY
Harry Sadenwater, one of the
heroes of the air service of the
United States navy, has been
placed in charge of the technical
operation of the broadcasting stations of the General Electric Company, including WGY at Schenectady, N. Y., and the projected station at San Francisco, Cal.
Two years before he entered
the ranks of the radio engineering department of the General
Electric Company Mr. Sadenwater was a lieutenant in the
United States navy and was one of
the few out of hundreds of volunteers selected for the hazardous
flight of the NC flying boats NC-1,
NC-2 and NC-4, across the Atlantic from . Newfoundland to Port ugal.
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Long Distance Records
Plentiful
E urop eans Hear Concert From \ NO R, Newark, and North Pacific Inhabitants I-l ear
KSD, St. Louis
EVERAL long distance records were reported
from various parts of the country during the past
month. Probably the most noteworthy of these
. was the WOR test, when Miss Edith Bennett, of Concord, N. H., sang from the Bamberger station, Newark,
N. J., and was distinctly heard in Paris, Stockholm,
Antwerp, Italy and England.
Cablegrams have been flooding the New J ersey station si nce the t est was made, Februar y 24. The Paris
edition of the New York Herald, in connection with
which the test was made, reported the concert was
cl early heard in Paris on a home-made set by George
BIen, and from Galliers, B righton, England, a message
read, . "Received every
word
this Al eu t'Ian I s 1an},s,H
b e1ow th e pen .
f
mornIng. Translation per ect on a .
1 f AlII
d t t
Burndett receiver."
m su a 0
as <:a.
~ se a. e ec or
and one step of amphficatlOn.
" There are sixty men and one
English Real Fans
woman here, so no source of enThe special musical progI'am t ertainment can be overlooked."
which was broadcasted at mid- The letter was signed " \i\Talter
nig ht from WOR, of course L ee."
reached England when their local
Report of another long distan ce
stations were closed, but the test record comes from Havana, when
shows how thoroughly the British it is stated the voice of Miss Mina
Here's a map of the territory over
public has taken t o radio, beca use Harriet Williams, a member of which the music from KSD was heard
in order t o hear the program they the staff of the American consul -4,008 miles.
had to sit up until 5 o' cl ock in the general , was distinctly heard in
morning. Even the most ardent Douglas, Alaska, 5,600 miles
On the Stage
radio fan in thi s country would away, by Robert E. Coughlin. The
Radio is being recognized on
scarcely stay awake up' t o that mnsic was broadcast ed by stati on
th e stage. In a new play, "Zeno,"
hour for a record.
PWX of the Cuba n Tel eph one
Another long distance record Company, and Mr. Coughlin re- which recently play ed in Chicago,
was established by station KSD of ported he plainly heard the so ng radio was used by a clever crook
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, St. "Mother Machree" being sung by . to open safes, help a fake medium
Louis, Mo., when a program Miss Williams.
a nd baffl e th e police.
' broadcasted :Forom that station was
picked up in the Aleuti9-n Islands
in the North Pacific.
The lonely Pacific island where
it was heard is 2,061 miles northwest bv steamer from San Francisco a~d 1,700 miles in an airline
from Seattle, Wash. It is estimated this concert from KSD
traveled 4008 miles in a direct lin e
from St. L ouis.

S

Detector and One Step
The inform ation was recei\'ed
from L ost Harbor, Alaska, and
th e letter in part stated : "Your
program of Jan. 1 was received
without noticeable fading for
three-q uarters of an hour. The
station is located at the Olaska
Sulphur Company's mines on
Akun Island, the -second of the

S ce ne in the studio of Crosley Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio (Station WLW).
Left to right-Fred Smith, director; Jean Ten Have, violinist; Lucy de Young, contralto; Mrs.
Thomas P. Williams, accompanist, and Karl Kirksmith. first cellist of Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra. The artists are from the artist faculty of Cincinnati Conservatory of Music.
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Invented Many Radio
Appliances

.April, 1923
several books, "Radio dynamics"
being probably his most widely
known book. He has written many
aricles for the Scientific American, Electrical World, the Aerial
Age vVeekly and other magazines,
giving detailed description of various wirelessly controlled mechanics. Readers of these magazines will probably recall Mr.
Meissner as the engineer who perfected "Selena," the electric dog
which was made to perform answering to the rays of a flashlight
through the power of seleium
tubes.
Several important radio inventions are credited' to this noted engineer and radio expert. His most
rece"nt was the perfection of a
light socket connection for radio
sets to be used instead of an aerial. He also received considerable publicity two years ago when
he recorded by wireless the opera
"La Boheme" on a phonograph
record in his laboratory five
blocks trom the Chicago Auditorium, where the opera was being
sung.
During the recent world war he
developed the Miessner Airfone
for use in communication between
pilot and student in the instruction of cadets.
Mr. Miessner's connection with
the Multiple Electric Products
Company, Inc., was effected
through their Chicago representatives, the Mitchell Blair Company, 1429 Michigan avenue, Chicago.

HIRAM'S RADIO SET

E N JAM I N FRANKLIN
MEISSNER, who, since
1920 has been director of
the phonographic research laboratory of the Brunswick-Balke Collender Co., left that post on February 15, 1923, to accept the position of chief engineer of the Radio Division for the Multiple Electric Products Co., Inc., Newark,

B

N.

J.

Mr. Meissn'e r's ability gained
recognition several years ago by
his co-operation with John Hays
Hammond, J r., in the perfection
of the Wirelessly Controlled Torpedo. In 1920 a system insuring
radio secrecy was perfected by
Mr. Meissner, he being the first to
cOl'nplete such a system recognized by radio engineers.
Mr. Meissner is the author of

www.americanradiohistory.com

Hiram Jones was not so slow, although he looked quite green; but he
had ideas in his head about the things
he'd seen. He took a trip to New
York town and had a lot of fun, and
while folks may have laughed at Hiwell, he was not so dumb . He went
to all the burlesque shows and several cabarets, and vaudeville and music he saw in various ways. He rode
in hi g h-priced taxis and he traveled
o'er the "L"; he even went down in
the "Sub," although he said 'twas h-1.
He saw most everything there that
really was worth while, and though
he was a "Reuben" he lived in royal
style. "I know what I am going to
get-a set of radio. I'll bring the city
to the farm and have my own free
show."
Thus Hiram spoke, and
straightaway bought a swell receiving
set, and back at home he listens in
and feels he's living yet.

April, 1923
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Farmer and the Radio

More Than in A ny Other Industry, the Radio's Maximum of Usefulness Is Reached
"Down on the Farm"
N an ' interesting and instructive article prepared by F . M. Russell
of the U. S. Department of Agriculture in the March Issue of
Farm and Fireside, he has the following to say. The article is titled
"Watch the Radio; It Is the Marvel of the. Age," and contains the
only complete statement made by Henry C. \Vallace, Secretary of
Agriculture.
Last September a southern Il- the agricultural field of the radio
linois farmer had two carloads of can only be successfully exploited
prime yearling steers finished for when the stations and others
market. He could sell to the local concerned come to the realization
buyer or ship to a rather unsteady that the farmer demands practimarket at the National Stock- cal information pertaining to his
yards, Illinois. The local buyer's chosen field.
bid was about $10.50 a hundred,
"Since the community has
one of the best prices offered for learned that it is possible for us
a long time.
to get the latest market reports
On the day he decided to take three times a day, there is hardly
that price he received an early a day passes tb.at some stockman
morning message from the opera- does not telephone in from the
tor of the local radio station that country for the latest reports,"
reports indicated a healthy ad- wrote Glen R. Childress of Lanvance in the price paid for prime caster, Missouri. His letter is
cattle. Knowing that the radio typical .of hundreds received by
information was reliable, and the Department.
having only a short haul to marThere are ' estimated to be beket, the farmer got his cattle to tween one and two million radio
the National Stockyards on the receiving sets owned in the entire
following morning. When sold, country. There are more than five
they brought $11.10.
hundred broadcasting stations,
Whereupon, this Illinois farm- many of which have permits to
er became an ardent supporter of send out government weather.
the radio as a means of getting crop, and market information.
timely information pertaining to This number is increasing daily
agriculture, whether it be in the as the stations are coming to realform
of market quotations, ize the great demand from farmweather reports, or short talks ers for such information.
on farming subjects. He had
Many Stations Broadcasting
long since become attached to the
The Department of Agriculradio for the music and other en- ture early saw the possibilities of
tertaining features sent out daily. the radio. Today it is sending
He saw in the radio an opportu- out weather, crop, and market
nity of receiving market informa- reports from six radio telegraph
tion a few hours before other me- and t elephone stations of the
diums could get it to him. And Post Office Department, and
from his recent experience he from three high-powered radio
knew that a few hours, or even a telegraph stations of the Navy
few minutes, might mean dollars Department. Daily market reand cents to him.
reports on the livestock, grain,
cotton, hay, feed , fruits, and
Wants Practical Information
From the standpoint of the vegetables are broadcast over
farmer the enthusiasm which virtually the entire United States,
greeted the first radio has and farn:lers located almost anycooled. To him radio and its where can receive them either
possibilities have settled down on direct or with the assistance of
a practical basis. It is true that amateur operators.
he and his family have gotten a
The use of the navy stations
great deal of enjoyment out of at Arlington, Virginia, and at
the musical and entertainment Great Lakes is part of an extenfeatures which are crowding the sive plan to utilize existing govprograms of the over five hun- ernment facilities in establishing
dred broadcasting stations, but a dependable, nation-wide system

I
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Secretary Wallace
Says:
The amazing development in the
transmission of the spoken word
by radio and the prompt adaptation of this discovery to the use
and needs of the farmer mean
much to the future of our agriculture. By the use of the powerful
government sending stations and
the over five hundred limited
broadcasting stations, it will soon
be possible for any farmer, no matter where he lives, to receive daily
reports on the receipts. and prices
of grains, livestock and farm produce of all kinds. All that will be
necessary is to install a receiving
instrument.
The U. S. Department of Agriculture has taken an active interest
in the development and use of the
radio because we recognize it as
a medium through which the farmers of the land can be kept posted
on what they need to know CORcerning farm markets.
These market reports will be
sent out by the Department
through the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics. By the use of radio,
as well as telegraph and mail, it
will try to keep the farmers of the
land posted on prices and on !11arketing conditions.
HENRY C. WALLACE,
Secretary of Agriculture.

for
broadcasting
agricultural
news by radio. The plan has
been approved by the radio committee composed of representatives of the different government
departments, and contemplates
the use of high-powered stations
at Arlington, Great Lakes, Puget
Sound, San Francisco, and New
Orleans; certain army stations,
such as those located at Fort
Bliss and Fort Sam Houston,
Texas; and the present post office
stations, which have been sending out daily reports from Washington, D. c., Omaha and North
Platte, Nebraska, Rock Springs,
Wyoming, and Elko and Reno,
Nevada.
Under favorable static conditions both the Arlington and
Great Lakes stations can be
heard over the entire country,
but under average conditions
the range is about two thirds of
the eastern part of the country.
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Extension of the service 1S restricted only because the leased
wire system of the Department
of Agriculture over which the
reports are dispatched for broadcasting does not reach some of
these points.
R eports as P ress I terns
The reports as sent out from
the various government stations
are sent as press items, except
where it is indicated that they
are sent in code form. Forms
are necessary tor copying reports
sent by code, and these are available to any interested party. Just
write and ask. for them.
With the exception of federal
stations practically all market,
crbp, and weather reports are
sent out p n 485 meters, while entertainment, news, etc., is broadcasted on 360 meters.
The following schedule is representative of those sent out by
the Department of Agriculture,
taken from Arlington schedule.
Livestock receipts from five or.
more principal markets are sent
out by code at 9 :15 a. m. each
day. At 10:00 a. m. the weather
forecast is given. A market flash
showing the early prices of hogs
at Chicago and St. Louis is sent
out ot 11 :15 a. m., and at 11 :20 a.
m. the latest reports on fr uit and
vegetable shipments are issued.
Fruit and vegetable market quotations and news is broadcasted
at 1 :40 p. m. At 2 :25 p. m. crop
reports and special market news
are sent out, while the closing
livestock prices are given at 3 :45
p. m. On Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays, at 4:00 p. m., reports
from feed "'a nd hay markets are
given. The second weather forecast is schedu led at 5:00 p. m.,
the daily marketgram at 5 :30 p.
m., and the final weather forecast
at 9:45 p. m .

Stole Radio Station
Equipment
HIEVES sawea t heir way
into a steel bar pr otected
r oom at t h e E dgewat er
Beach Hotel, Chicago, recently a nd
escap ed with a bout $1,000 wort h .
of par aphernalia assembled ther e
for the new broadcasting statio n
W]AZ. Passers-by who saw t he
thieves carrying a way the loot to
an aut omobile notified t he police,
but they escaped before the officers
a r rived. The equipment belonged
to the Chicago Radio Laboratories.

T
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Chicago to Have Unique
New Station
NOTHER large broadcasting station is soon to be
added t o Chicago's list of
excellent
radio entertainment
points, according to R. H. T. Mathews of the Chicago Radio Laboratories. This new staion will be
located in the Edgewater Beach
Hotel, one of Chicago's finest hotels, located in the North Side residential district and right on the
lake front.
The station has already been assigned the call letter of W J AZ
a nd it will be known as the Zenith
Edgewater Beach H ot el station.
Glass Studio
A novel feature of th e new
broadcasting station will be a
"c rystal r oo m" or studio, to be
built entirely of plate glass on the
main floor of the popular hostelry.
By this means the guests of the
hot el and visitors will get a clear
view of the artists at work, but
there will be no outside interference or confusion.
The "crvstal room " will b e
draped in - 1-ed velour and be
equipped with an indirect lighting
system.
E. F. McDonald, Jr., of the Chicago Radio Laboratories will be
in charge of the new station, with
L. M. Clausing acting as operator,
R. H. T. Mathews, assistant engin eer a nd M. B. West in charge.
Fan-Shaped Antenna
A fan-shaped antenna will be
used atop the hotel and the output will be 10 K. W. The generators are now being built for
WJAZ of 4,000 volt s capacity.
Among the artists engaged for
the new station are Paul Beise and
his orchestra, now playing in the
main dining room of th e Edgewater B each Hot el. During the
. summer months the orchestra will
play on an open platform for the
benefit of the hotel guests and the
thousands of listeners of W J AZ.

A

sense of t he word could be called
"init ial night," as the majority of
the talent was appearing for the
first time before the microphone
of any broadcasting station. The
current of congratulatory telegrams received has encouraged
Messrs. Donnelly and Jenkins to
continue thi s type of performances for their large radio family.
Dates and evenings will be set for
a nother amateur night soon.
Public opinion on the merits of
talent or individual performances
was varied, t c say the least. There
were several judges chosen,
a mong them being Mr. Stimpso n of N AJ, Mr. Evans of KYW,
Mr. Rompel of the Peerless
Motor Company, Mr. Evans
of Butler Brothers, and E. G.
Brown of the Western Electric
Company. The judges deemed it
advisable to resign their positions
a half hour later, due to pressing
conditions which arose in the
studio. Each of them was presented with Jewell instruments
(either a thermal-ammeter or
milli-ammeter) suspended from
their necks by means of insulated
cables, which was the only insulated part. of the make-up.
The first number on the program was rendered by Harold
·W hite, a 7-year-old boy, who gave
an imitation of George Beban in
his monologue, "My Little Rosa."

RADI O T ERMS

------.:::/WORSE THING

ABour

WDAP Has Amateur
Nig ht
An epoch-making event in the
hi story of WDAP station in Chicago was h eld March 1, 1923,
w h en it inaugurated an amateur
night.
T hi s amat eur night in some
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"A dry tell."
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The How and Why of Broadcast
Reception
Part 2

By G. Y. ALLEN

Ll
r.

A VING seen the effect of
the heavyside . layer on the
radio wave, let us next consider some of the possible reasons
for limited range and weak signals
that can be traced to the vicinity of
the receiver.
Reasons for Weak Signals
In large cities, where there are a
large number of high steel frame
buildings, these buildings act as antenna:! and absorb some of the
energy remaining to affect the radio
receiving antenna may be so small
that signals from distant transmitters may not be received at all.
The owner of a radio set living in
the heart of a large city, therefore,
such as New York City, may never
be able to get as satisfactory results as his fellow citizen living in
the less densely populated sections
even with the most sensitive apparatus.
A similar condition may exist if
the radio receiver is situated immediately at the base of a high hill.
The hill may absorb much of the
energy in the radio wave in the
immediate neighborhood, leaving
but a very small amount of energy
to affect the antenna. Even if the
hill does not actually absorb the
energy, it may cast a radio
"shadow" for some distance on the
side opposite to that from which
the radio wave is coming and thus
prevent a strong signal being induced in the radio antenna.
Assuming that the radio wave
has escaped all of the pitfalls that
may have befallen it and that it
arr;ves at the receiving antenna
with considerable intensity, let us
see what can be done to insure its
giving loud response in the telephone head set or the loud speaker.
A number of good articles have
recently been written on the. construction of antenna:! in recent issues of the radio periodicals and
so this important link in the radio
chain wi ll not be greatly elaborated
on. It will be assumed that if a

Westing/lOuse Electric & Jl,Jfg. Co.
strong signal arrives at the antenna,
that a strong high frequency current will be set up in the antenna
circuit.
Design of Antenna
One important point in the design of an antenna for use with a
single circuit receiver may be
touched upon with profit, however.
Considerable criticism has been
leveled at the single receiver on account of its lack of selectivity.
When two broadcasting stations
are operating simultaneously in the
neighborhood,' a good single circuit
receiver may be improperly judged
in its ability to pick up one station
at the exclusion of the other just
because of an improperly constituted antenna.
For use with a single circuit receiver, an antenna must be short.
It should not be more than 80 or
100 feet long. If a short antenna
is used with a good single circuit
tuner, it will easily be possible to
separate two stations operating on
waves differing only by 10 per cent.
This is true even if the listener is
very close to either station. Furthermore, when ' a vacuum tube regenerative receiver is used, this
shorter antenna does not materially
reduce the signal strength.
The thing of prime importance
after the proper antenna is assured
is the proper selection of the receiver. . Under no conditions should
a receiver with crystal detector be
relied upon to operate over distances in excess of 25 miles from
a broadcasting station of 500 to
1,000 watts power. From as-watt
broadcasting station a crystal detector will probably not cover distances greater than five miles. It
is true that old-time amateurs used·
to cover phenomenal distances using crystal detectors, but such a detector is peculiarly adapted to reception from spark transmitters
and is not so well adapted to reception from telephone transmitters. Besides, many of these phe-
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nomenal records were made with
very weak signals, the operator at
times holding his breath so as to
hear. A signal so weak is, of
course, absolutely unsuited for
broadcast reception.
.Proper Receiver
If a receiver using a crystal detectot is used and is properly applied, how shall the operator insure
satisfactory operation?
In the first place, he must be sure
that his tuning circuit is as good
as can be made. Tuning coils with
sliders are, generally speaking, the
least efficient form of tUners. A
tuning coil will n0t give good results if any of the turns touch each
other or if the slider touches more
than one turn at the same time.
Variometers are by far the best
form of tuners for short wave
lengths such as are used for broadcasting. The better class of manufacturers of complete sets are now
using variometers exclusively.
The detector of the set is one of
the most important parts. The detector when properly adjusted acts
as a kind of check valve, allowing
current to flow through it in one
direction only. Thus, the radio
currents which oscillate so rapidly
that they are inaudible to the ear
flow through the detector in one
direction only and are trapped
when they attempt to reverse. A
unidirectional current then flows
through the telephone receiver
varying in intensity itl accordance
with the transmitted speech wave
and causing the telephone receiver
to reproduce the sounds that were
spoken by the broadcaster.
Various crystals are used by different manufacturers. Galena enjoys wide popularity on account of
its extreme sensitiveness, but it has
counterbalancing objectionable features that make it inferior in many
ways to other crystals. It requires
a very light pressure and is, therefore, easily knocked out of adjust-
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ment. Furthermore, it is inclined
to distort signals somewhat, due to
its electrical characteristics.
The Pericon Detector
The pericon det~ctor, using zincite for one crystal and chalcopyrite
for the other, makes a very rugged
and fairly sensitive detector. Zincite with metallic tellurium is used
by one manufacturer with excellent results. The adjustment is not
critical and there is practically no
distortion. As zincite is a somewhat soft 'mineral, it will wear
away if rubbed on the tellurium.
Also when tellurium is uS'.d as the
othe; element, a black deposit will
appear on the zincite, decreasing its
sensitivity if the two crystals are
rubbed together. This black deposit may be removed with a knife,
but care should be used not to rub
" the crystals together any more than
necessary.
The telephone head set used with
a crystal detector should be of reliable make and of 2,000 ohms resistance or more: Although head
sets are rated in so many ohms
resistance, this factor is really an
undesirable one and' is used merely
as a measure of the number of
turns of wire on the head set. A
large number of turns is essential
for proper operation. During the
early days of radio unscrupulous
manufacturers wound their head
sets with high resistance wire to
meet the conventional demands for
high resistance. Needless to say,
these head sets were worthless.
Here again the purchaser must buy
apparatus from reliabl~ ~anuf~c
turers and rely on thelr mtegnty
and honesty to produce a head set
in which the resistance is a true
measure of its sensitivity.
An amplifier may be used with a
crystal receiver with very good results.
.
Vacuum Tube Receiver
For distance over 25 miles, the
vacuum tube' detector must be used,
and on account of the increased
sen~itivity, the regenerative circuit
is almost universally used by those
who construct their own sets and
by manufacturers licensed under
the Armstrong patents.
While the regenerative receiver
is capable of better performance
than the non-regenerative, if used
properly it is also open to difficulties in manipulation if not properly
understood. The atrocities committed by owners of this typ.e of
receivers can only be appreciated
by those living in congested dis-
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tricts. Practically any time of the
day or night waves sent out by improperly adjusted regenerative receivers can be heard ll.nd it will be
only a matter of time when the regenerative receiver will be legislated against if proper care is not exercised by the radio user.
The added feature in the regenerative receiver is the tickler. It is
usually controlled by rotating a
knob. As this knob is rotated
from minimum to maximum there
are two distinct divisions in its effect. As the knob is rotated over
the lower end of the scale, the overall effect is to reduce the resistance
of the antenna. The average receiving antenna has a resistance of
from 20 to 25 ohms and by careful
adjustment of the tickler this can
be reduced to a few ohms with corresponding increase of signaL Now
if this point on the scale is passed,
the receiver will send out weak
radio waves~which may be heard by
all of the neighbors in the form of
musical notes of various pitches.
A helpful analogy of the effect of
the tickler is the following: Consider an automobile climbing a very
long inclined platform that is pivoted at the center, the steepness of
the incline would correspond to the
resistance of the antenna circuit,
the car corresponds to the unit of
electricity, the torque on the rear
wheels corresponds to the voltage
created in the antenna circuit, and
the speed on the car represents the
current. N ow assume that the
platform is gradually tilted about
the pivot until it becomes more
nearly level. This corresponds to
rotating the tickler knob toward its
maximum point. When the platform is nearly horizontal the car
will climb with considerable speed
but with the application of little
power. This condition is similar

The New Radio Law
IGH spots of H. R. 1377!,
which passed the House of
Representatives January 31:
Secretary of Commerce may refuse license to a radio "trust" or
monopoly.
License stations transmittin, to
foreign countries.
Can revoke license of any company making unjust or unreasonable regulations.
Issue permits for new stations.
Prevents communication monopoly.
Classifies licensed stations and
provides rules for prevention of interference.
The President assilns waYe
lenlths to lovernment station••

H
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to the proper adjustment of the
tickler for best results. If the platform is now tipped further the car
will be running down hill, and will
run itself with no application of
power. This is similar to the condition reached in the regenerative
circuit when the tickler is turned
too far.
Adjusting Your Set
It is easy to tell when tickler has
been turned to the point where the
set is disturbing all listeners in the
neighborhood. Generally there is a
hissing noise in the head set which
is much louder than that head with
the tickler on zero. Also, if the
antenna binding post is touched
. with the moistened finger, a click
will be heard in the telephone receiver both when contact is made
and when the finger ·is removed.
If others in the immediate vicinity also have their receivers improperly adjusted, so that they are
sending out radio waves, a musical
note will be heard in the head set
as the tuning knob is rotated, the
pitch varying from above that
which is audible to zero and back
again to above audibility. Not only
does the user of the local receiver
hear these notes, but the particular
receiver that is assisting to cause
the musical note also hears the very
same sounds.
This musical note is caused by
the phenomenon known as "beats"
and finds an analogy in sound in
the pulsing of the sound from a
pipe organ when two pipes supposedly of the same pitch are
played simultaneously and when
one of the pipes is slightly out of
tune. In the case of radio, the
high frequencies generated by the
two radio receivers corresponds to
the sounds produced by the organ
pipes, with the outstanding difference that in the radio case, the rates
of vibration of the electrical currents are far above the range of audibility, whereas, of course, in the
sound analogy the rates of vibration of the air in the organ pipes
are audible. The musical note
heard in the radio head set corresponds to the pulsation heard on the
organ. Fig. 6 illustrates graphically ' what occurs in the radio set.
The pitch of the musical sound
in the radio head set depends on
the difference between the two
radio pitches or frequencies. Thu5
if there are a number of stations
in the immediate neighborhocd listening to a broadcasted concert and
(Continued on page 35)
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Department of RADIO ENGINEERING
Radio Topics Institute
Nanko C. Bas, Chairman Advisory Board
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Look for the Approval Seal
Such as the one just above which are furnished manufacturers whose radio merchandise has been
tested and approved by the Institute Laboratory. We urge you to purchase only such apparatus, for
it carrief the guarantee of our organization.

1
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Send all inquiries and material for test, calibration, or reconstruction to

Oak Park, Ill.

RADIO TOPICS INSTITUTE,

J-

.
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Engineers Discuss ·Receivers
INTERESTING SESSION OF THE RADIO DIVISION OF CHICAGO
ELECTRIC CLUB
BOUT three hundred persons attended the March 6
meeting of the Chicago
Electric Club in the Morrison
Hotel. The evening was spent in
discussions conducted by Mr.
Forbes, who spoke on elementary
principles, embodying the ways
and means of radio transmitters.
Mr. Forbes pointed out the reason for some of the muddle that is
constantly present by re-radiation
of spark kansmitters-namely,
the three waves. Thi,s was the
third lecture of Mr. Forbes, who
is connected with the Forbes
Radio Company, Chicago, and
who also acts as instructor of elementary principles for the Chicago Electric Club.
Discuss Receivers
Mr. M. B. West, research engineer of the Chicago Radio Laboratory, spoke and illustrated the
several reasons which are embodied in the manufacture of the present day radio receivers. Also delving into the scientific research that
is necessary in order to bring
forth a good receiver for the average person of today.
Several discussions were had
and diagrams used showing the

A

relative merits of the various circuits. When all is said and done
the average person demands the
old stand-by, the regenerative receiver.
Speaking along these lines Mr.
West showed wherein the average
person who purchases a radio receiver will wonder at times just
what the reason is for his not get- .
ting certain stations located in the
majority of cases on the utmost
reception limits of any of the upto-date receivers.
He pointed out where the antenna with a certain amount of resistance is coupled directly (conductively) to the inductance of
the receiving set, wherein another
resistance is predominant actuated by still another resistance of
the grid condenser and grid leak.
It wa's pointed out that the grid
leak and grid condenser are of a
very high resistance to the receiving circuit.
For the sake of illustration let
us assume that the antenna, single
wire and others, which the average person puts up, measures in
the neighborhood of some twelve
t o thirty ohm resistance. This,
then, coupled to the inductance,
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whose resistancevarie~ from six to
thirty ohms due to insulation between turns on the coil, insulation
on the wire itself, and finally the
tube upon which the wire is
wound.
Cardboard Tube Helps
Mr. vVest pointed out where the
plain everyday cardboard tube,
coated with some transparent varnish or collodion, would materially help toward the reduction of
this resistance.
Then the condenser across the
inductance was discussed and it
was shown that these condensers,
in most cases when tested, proved
to contain sufficient high frequency resistance to be discarded
into the waste basket, somt: having a resistance of thirty ohms at
the lowest range, or wl!at is supposed to be zero capacity, or best
working part of the condenser,
then six ohm high frequency resistance at 180 degrees or maximum capacity. Mr. West stated
the p.urchaser of variable condensers would have to look for condensers whose insulation between
the movable and stationary plates
is placed at the extreme ends of
the plates in order to overcome

18
t his high frequency resista nce. In
this w e can readily' see where the
a verage person purchasing radio
equipment without fir st studyin g
it is at a loss sometimes to und erstand why Mr. Jones, his n ext
door neighbor, is receiving better
results with practically the same
equipment that he is using. Let
us .say, for instance, Mr. J ackson
is th e man in trouble and Mr.
J ones is the party of the second
part.
D ifferent E q uipmen t U sed
Mr. J ackson does n ot know that
Mr. J on es has been experimenting
aro und w ith different equipment
a nd has brought his high fr equency resistance down to a possibl e n othing and thereby is reaping the harvest, the reception of
better s ig nals , from greater ranges
th a n M r. Jackson, who is content
to have and play with what h e
has.
It can be said' for the novice that
radio, sin ce its in ception, has been
more or less of an ex periment.
There h ave been sets a nd circuits
invented, but they do n 0t" 'work
the same fo r this or that person
as th ey wo uld for us in the research laboratory.
We h ave tried at all times t u
maintain or confi ne our answers
t o questi ons t o truth and unbiased
opinions of resea rch th at is bein g
worked every day.
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A Department Store .Show
Coyne School \ Ve ll Represented at Roth schild's and
L eit er Stores', Ch icago
NOVELTY of th e recent
R adio Shows h eld in Chidtgo at the R othsc hi ld dedepartment store and the combined Leiter stores w as th e Coyne
Trade and En gin ee rin g Sc hool exhibit.
This schoo l was th e only on e
represented a nd the man agemen t
of both stores w as well pleased
with the display and efficient ma nner in which it was conducted.
Immense crowds vis ited th e radio
sh ows every day and it is estimated over 800,000 radio fa ns visited the two stor es during th e exhibit.
Th e Coyne school furni shed t wo
radio eng ineers-and several assist ants. One of them gave fifteenminute t alks on radio construction
through out the day , illustrating
va rious h ook-ups on a blackboard.
The assistants also an sw ered all
questions of the visitors and furnish ed th em with tips on how to
build th eir own sets.
Th ere were hundreds of set s
sta rted d ur ing tli e two w eeks' displ ay and this not onl y crea t ed a
demand for parts from oth er
booth s, bu t stim ulat ed intel-est in

A

the fascin at ing g ame of " building
you r own."
Th e Coy ne sch ool was kn own
as the clinic or h ospital for sick
sets l and many poorly w ired outfi t s w ere brought there a nd made

( Oyng Trade &Engineerin2School
WeTeach PractfcalCourses In

Electnclty

i

't1

Drafting.

Students buil ding th eir own sets at
Coyne Booth.

ready for service under the direction of the Coyn e exp erts.
"The radi o school and clinic
was one of th e g reat feat ures of
the sh ow," said S. E. Gross, w ho
planned and put over the R oth schild exposition. "The pl ace has
been crowded by people of all ages
and both sexes, seeking advice on
ra dio hook-ups, or h avin g their
set s gone over t o lear n how t o get
th e b est results from t hem."
E verything in radio fro m a
bindin g post or eat's whi sker, up
t oa beautifully m ounted and cabinet ed sets th a t cost as m u ch as a
big a utomobil e w as on display,
and throngs swarmed about each
exhi bit continuousl y since the
opening.

Perils of Movies
Explained

Coyne Booth at Rothschild radio show, which attracted hundreds of enthusiasts.
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E lmer Clifton, produ cer of a
film called " Down -to the Sea in
Ships," now showing in New
York, entertained thousands of
radio fans from Station WEAF
recently, telling of the perils endured in taking the Hodkinson
pict ure. The pict ure was made in
the Caribean Sea, and Mr. Clifton
explained in capturing a 90-ton
b ull whale, one of the largest
ocean monsters ever cau ght , it
dest royed the ship's small boats
and h urled the actors into th e
water.
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Correspondence With the
Institute
The Director of Radio Topics Institute will answer any questions
puzzling radio fans in this department. Make your letters as short as
possible, write on one side of the paper only, and give name and address. This is your department. Use it.
Myers Tubes for Amplification
MILWAUKEE, WIs.-To THE EDITOR:
Kindly let me know if Myers tubes can
be used as an amplification. If so, would
you be kind enough to send me hookup? I have a 43-plate condenser, Kellog
vario-coupler and two Thordson transformers.-F. P. Kryshak, 604 Grant St.
ANSWER: Myers tube can be used for
audio frequency amplification. Circuit
mailed you today.
Simplified Circuit Wanted
NEW YORK CITY.-The set you describe in January RADIO TOPICS on page
17 interests me. I would like to get it a
little c;learer, if possible, as I can't get
used to the symbols used to tell each
part. What I refer to is the hook-up. I
have a \ND-ll tube and have started a
dozen times to build a set, but never got
it hooked up right. I burned out one
because I did not know the symbols.
K indly send me dope on positive and
negatives of hook-up and advice on
which side of the rheostat you hook up
the detector tube.
I am sure if you continue with your
book showing simple sets to make it
will meet with the approval of people. I
have a number of friends who, like myself, express the same opinion.-Louis
Loerzel, 789 Ninth avenue, New York
City.
ANSWER: We are sending you a simplified circuit of our short wave regenerative receiver. There are two connections from the rheostat which are taken
into consideration in all wiring of radio
diagrams. One is the finish of the resistance wire on the former and the
other the slider itself. W hen you have
completed the wiring on the set and are
about to start t~ put on the batteries always watch that your rheostat is on the
off position or at the other end of the
wire, i. e., that end from which there is
connection taken, then you will save
yourself from burning out your precious
vacuum tubes. \Ne say that they are
precious at six-fifty per-glass selling at
three dollars a ton-some profit.
A plus mark on "P" on any battery
means positive, sometimes marked in red
color on a storage battery terminal. The
carbon of the dry cell is the positive terminal, this is the center element of the
battery. The zinc or outside element of
the same dry cell is the negative.
We are trying to use simple language
in writing our publication especially in
the writeups for the construction of
simple sets so that same can be constructed by the average person of little
radio experience.
Making a Three Coil Set
loco, B. C.-I would like to make up
coil as per your January issue of RADIO

and am writing for further particulars. The primary calls for 70 turns
on first 7, thence on every tenth. The
second switch shows 9 points. Do I increase the winding to get the 9 points
or reduce the spacing?
Would the primary and secondary coil
be satisfactory for a crystal set without
tickler coil, and what would be the best
hookup? Would like to build this way
that I may complete late r.-A. H. Martin, loco, B. C.
ANSWER: You can use this set with
primary and secondary mounted alongside each other but there will be some
loss of ene rgy that otherwise would not
be encountered if you were to use a
straight-away vatio-·coupler. This can be
used just the same and the only tuning
will have to be done with the taps and
condenser across the secondary of the
inductance.
There is a mistake in the drawing of
the number of points necessary with the
inductance. Taps are taken from the
first seven turns, then six taps are taken
from each t en turns, that is, ten turns
for each of the next six taps; this gives
67 turns; the ·first, center and last turns
are not touched. The manufacturer of
this set does not take taps from the start
and finish of the winding but scrapes the
wire back and solders his leads right to
the wire on the coil, thereby eliminating
a lot of unnecessary capacity between
windings. That is taking leads back and
forth from the cylinder to the panel.
The wire is left solid on the cylinder.
T OP ICS

Reinartz Circuit
MUNCIE, INDIANA: I am very much
interested in the three-tube receiver employing the Reinartz circuit which is
described in the February issue of RADIO TOPICS and would appreciate a little
further information regarding same:
Will this receiver give satisfactory results using Westinghouse WD-ll tubes
for both detector and amplifier? Also
what would be the approximate range in
miles of this set?
I would like to make this set in two
units. One, the detector unit and 'the
other the amplifying unit. Will you
please give me the wiring diagram for
each of these units? Also, what HB" battery voltages should be used for each
unit?
In the instructions given for making
the inductance the diameter of the form
is given as 6" and the depth of the slots
as 3". In that case the slots would all
come together at the exact center of the
form. Are 'these figures correct?
,Can you give me the names of any
manufacturers who have these inductances for sale?
Would a variable grid condenser improve the efficiency ·Jf this outfit ?-Mar-
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shall L. Williams, 814 North Elm street,
Muncie, -Indiana.
ANswER: The Reina:rtz tuner will give
you distances up to 1,000 miles with two
stages of audio-frequency amplification.
Use 22.5 volts on the plates of the
WD-ll amplifiers as this is the specified
voltage with these tubes. Possibly after
you use them for your amplifiers you
will discard them, due to the inherent
noises that predominate when striking
the table or cabinet in which they are
mounted.
Complete inductances for the Reinartz
tuner can be purchased through this publication or from the Lynn Radio Co.,
606 Consumers Building, Chicago, Ill. at
$2.50.
Whether or not a grid leak would improve this set depends upon the operator. Personally, we feel that a grid
leak is surplus equipment on any radio
set.
The depth of the slots in the form
should be 2y.( inches instead of 3 inches,
in answer to your third question.
That Two-Stage R. E. Set
TALLMADGE, OHIO: In February, 1923,
issue of RADIO TOPICS, I notice an article
covering HA Receiving Set with Two
Stages of Radio Frequency Amplification." I am very much interested in the
construction of a radio frequency receiving set and wish to make a few inqui ries relative to the set described in
the above mentioned article. Practically
a ll of the names of the makers of the
material used are given with the exception of the transformers. However, from
the appearance of the radio frequency
transformers in the illustrations, I assume that Cotoco R. F. transformers are
used. Knowing that Cotoco people do
not build complete sets, I am wondering
just who designed the set you describe.
It looks good. What audio-frequency
transformers are used? The other parts
described are of the best obtainable. Can
the WD-ll tube is used?
Any further information you can give
regarding this set which will help to construct it will be appreciated.-R. H.
Wingert, Tallmadge, Ohio.
ANSWER: The full set as described on
page 18, February issue, is of the Co-toCoil Co., Providence, R. 1. We do not
doubt that this description was from a
circular which the Co to-coil sent into
this publication for general writeup. It
has awakened a field of people and letters to this publication have been numerous. There is no doubt in our mind that
~he average person coult:! not go astray
If he ever contemplated the construction
of this set from the diagrams as were
shown. The audio-frequency transformers are their own.
The WD-ll tubes can be used for the
radio-frequency amplifier as shown but
the question arises to their use in the
audio-frequency amplifier. Numerous
readers state that they are very noisy in
the audio-frequency amplifier, due to inherent noises from the elements and
when the desk or table upon which the
amplifier is standing is struck 'a 'ringing
noise is heard. Any additional information can be had from the manufacturers
of this equipment.
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Telephone vs. Radiophone
By L. W. CHUBB,
1\([anage1' of the Radio Engineering Dept., vVestinghMtse Electric & Mfg. Company.
ANY of y~u have ~sked questions :e&"ar?ing th.e future ~f radio
broadcastmg serVIce. Although It IS ImpossIble at thIS time
to ~nake any ~~curate prediction or answer all inquiries, it
may be of mterest to dIscuss some of the more common questions in
order that you may better understand some of the present broadcasting conditions and what mayor should be expected in the near future.
Weare asked, "Will radio telephone supplant the wire telephone?"
and "What are the limitations and applications of radio telephony?"
Radio has been found to be most useful in carrying on telephone communication to and from moving stations, such as ships, aeroplanes
and railroad trains; between isolated points, such as trans-oceanic
stations, islands, camps, mines, forest patrols and in military operations. For most of such services there is not any effective means for
direct anq. reliable telephone communication because of the inability
of using, conducting or guiding wires.
In addition to these uses of stalled in a given locality. This
Radio Telephony, for which there ~nfortunate ..limitation caused by
is no choice of method, there are mterferences; . lack of central
many applications in which con- c<::mtroI. and .inability of ' indefiversations can be carried on mtely mcreasmg the channels of
either by radio or wire line tele- speech will probably never be
ph e. The choice of Il.:l.e thod overcome for telephone commuwill be determined by the rela- nications.
tive cost; kind, quality and reliaCompares Two Systems
bility of service required and upFrom
what has already been
on several other factors all of
which need not be considered in said it may appear to some of
you that our modern radio systhis brief talk.
tem does not compare well with
The third and final classifica- the wire telephone. This is true
tion of telephone"service is that for individual, two-way commuof the familiar public service now nications, but is not true for onecarried on by the great wire sys- way telephony, or what is known
tems with their individual sub- as broadcasting, the great appliscriber circuits leading to central cation of radio telephony.
stations connected 'together with
Because of the different field of
trunk lines and affording direct
and private operations of many application of the two systems
many simultaneous messages. several important features must
This great . system of city tele- be considered or any comparison
phones, we feel, will never be of them will b e of little value.
supplanted ' by radio ' telephony, Experience has taught us the
chiefly because with radio the laws of growth and developnumber of conversations which ment of the wire telephone sysmay be carried on simultaneous- tem. To predict the future value
ly, is limited and there is lack of and development of the broadsecrecy, lack of operative control, casting application of radio telephand lack of practical and eco- ony we must keep in mind the
nomic methods of selection and great physical, technical and economic differences involved.
calling.
To transmit at distant points
The wire telephone service is
an unusual economic commodity voice or musical messages, enin that it does not follow the law ergy transformation from sound
of diminishing returns. Every waves in air to electric or wiretelephone installed increased the less waves which travel at high \
value of the instruments in ope- velocity, is resorted to. At the
ration. This is not the case with receiving station these waves are
radio telephony. Extensions of again transformed to audible
the radio system will reduce the sounds. If several messages are
value of service after but few to be transm itted at one t ime
operating stations have been in- 'without interference some means

M
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of selecting or separating the various signals is necessary.
In wire telephony, the sound is
changed t o and propagated as
pulsating electric currents. representing the sound, and selectivity
is obtained by guiding the waves
in a physical wire. In radio telephony additional transformations
are used at each station. The
mechanical energy of sound
waves is changed to electrical
energy then to radiant energy in
the form of wireles~ or Hertzian
waves which spread out in all directions.
High Frequency Waves
Necessary
In radio, selection of one of
seyeral .signals is obtained by
usmg wIreless waves of different
length, or rate of vibration and
by tu~ing the receiving appa'ratus
to pIck out only th e desired
waves. !he use of high frequency wIreless waves which radiate in all directions, is both necessary and fortunate; necessary
for selection in tuned circuit and
because energy can be radiated
only at high frequencies; fortunate because it allows the use of
sensitive tuned electric circuits
and because the radiation in all
d.irections allows the reception of
sIgnals at any point within the
range of the transmitting station.
These characteristic differences
and further restrictions in the
two systems make it obvious at
once that the wire telephone is
best suited to the extensive use of
two-way telephone communicati~n and the radio telephone will
reIgn supreme for public broadcasting.
.
Radio broadcasting started by
station KDKA over a year and a
half ago, first spread as a fascinating fad and has grown beyond
the present legislation and without consideration of the economic
factors involved. It consists of
two separate functions, transmitting and receiving, while wire
communication combines these
functions at each station. Owing
to the limited number of programs w h ich can be broadcast
(Continued on Page 32)
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Elementary Electrical Principles
This Is th e Fourth of a Series of Articles Written for RADIO TOPICS-It Deals With
Power Calculations in Electric Lines
By Harvey Mitchell Anthony
E have had several articles on
voltage, current, and resistance.
It is the aim of writer at this
time to say a few words conce rning
power, carrying on from your study of
theMarch article, and considerin g how
the unit of power is handled in commercial electrical practice. You may
wonder why th ese articles are just
now being devoted to electricity
rather than radio. You are radio men
and, of cou rse, are interested in the
radio phase of electricity.
Remember, however, that radio is only
advanced electricity, therefore you must
be well acquainted with these big, broad
underlying principles of general electricity before you venture into the technicalities of radio itself.
Several issues of RADIO TOPICS which
will appear in the futur e will bring to
you the concrete application of what the
writer is now giving you. Getting ready
for the future is the aim at this time.
We are now discussing direct current
and are dealing with Ohm's Law in simple circuits. When we come to the radio
articles we will be dealing with alternating current, which involves the present
principles. Then we will use Ohm's
Law, not only as it is being used just
now, but it will then have a few modifications.
Let's prepare, therefore, for what is to
come, following each article very closely
month after month.
In order to learn the calculation of
power in electric circuits, it may be best
to dive right into a problem and discuss
the problem. This will show the various
steps involved and we will waste no time.
Let us say that we need a motor installation. This motor is going to furnish
us power to oj?erate a machine, for instance, a big lathe or an elevator .w~ich
carries us up and down a .tall bulldmg.
It is not necessary to discuss the use of
this motor. We are all familiar with the
use of motors and the general principles
of their oper;;ltion in giving out power.
The first thing we encounter is the
term "horse-power." In the early days
when the steam engine was invented it
was necessary to give it some kind of
a power rating so that it could be said
the engine was able to do a ceratin
amount of work in a certain time.

W

•• •
The unit of power which was adopted
was the "horse-power." The unit of time
was taken at one minute. If the engine
could do as much as the average horse
could do in one minute, it was rated as
a one horse-power engine. ,If it could
do the same amount of work that could
be performed by ten horses, the engine
was rated at ten horse-power.
Then came the time for the invention
of th e electric motor and it soon became

In tl,#s article, which is a snyopsis of
one of Mr. , Anthony'S lectures, he presents step by step
the various factors entering
into the study of power lines.
The principles involved apply
as well to radio circuits, although they do 1tOt relate to
alternating currents.
EDITOR'S NOTE:

The first of this series of instructive lessons appeared in
January; 1923, issue. There
will be two more. Send answers to the questions at the
end of each article to Electrical Editor, RADIO TOPICS,1112
North Boulevard, Oak Park,
Ill.
necessary to give this a rating. The
horse-power was again taken as the unit,
and if an electric motor could do the
same amount of work in one minute that
the steam engine could do in one minute, the electric motor was rated accordingly. That is, if the steam engine
could do ten horse-power of work in one
minute, and should the motor be substituted in the place of the steam engine and the same amount of work could
be performed, the electric motor was
rated at ten horse-power.
If we apply to an electric motor line a
pressure of 100 volts, we will find that·
there is a current flow of 7.46 amperes
passing through the line wires leadiRg to
the motor. (The writer is neglecting
efficiency fo r the time being; this will be
brought out later.)) Since we have
learned that power is measured in watts,
and since watts is the product of the
volts times the amperes, it naturaliy figures that in this case the power used
will be 100 volts times 7.46 amperes,
which equals 746 watts. This is the wattage, which is equivalent to one horsepowe r of electrical energy.
In ,)ther
wore1s, it takes 746 watts to perform one
horsepower of work and the m otor taking this wattage may be substituted for
the cne horse-power steam engine and
will produce equivalent power.
Let us simply bear in mind from now
on that one electrical horse-power means
746 watts of electrical energy. Always
remember this number as long as you
study electricity. You will meet it many
times. It is suggested that you refer
to any good standard electrical text-book
for a more comprehensive treatment of
the unit "hqrse-power." It is impossible
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to say much in th ese few lines. Only the
general idea can be given here.
N ow let us take a specafic numerical
example of a motor which is f urnishing
power. Let this motor be rated at five
horse-power, direct current, 110 volts.
This machine will do practically the
same as five ave rage hors es, ·if these
horses all pull together for one minute.
H ere is a very important point which
you must learn now so as not to become
confused with this idea' of horse-power
of a motor. This five horse-power machine is rated at five horse-power because this is the amount 'of work it can
actually do; that is, this is the available
energy at the pulley of the motor and is
useful in doing work. But we must remember that it is impossible to actually
get out of any kind of a machine as
much as we put into it.
There are losses in a motor due to
friction of the bearings and electrical
los~es in the windings. Therefore, it is
nece ary that this point enter into our
calculations for figuring power and
power lines. You can plainly see that
if we actually have five horse-power of
useful energy at the mqtor pulley we
must put into the motor a little more
than five horse-power in order that some
of this input may be used in overcoming
these losses, yet having delivered at the
pulley the motor rating.
If we got out of any machine just
what we put into it we would ha'le 100
per cent efficiency. This would develop
perpetual motion and thus far there is no
such animal and very likely it will never
be born, at least not on this earth during
our time.

• * •

Large motors are, as a rule, more efficient that small motors. It is obvious
that a ten horse-power motor need not
necessarily be of ten times the mass of
copper and iron that is used in a one
horse-power machine. The bearings need
not be of ten times the surface, etc., so
the real friction losses decrease as the
motor horse-power increases. Think this
over. It is not at all difficult to understand this. The average efficiencies of
motors are as follows:
1 H. P., 70 per cent; 3 H. P ., 75 per
cent; 5 H. P., 80 per cent; 10 H. P., 85
per cent; 50 H . P., 90 per cent.
Now to go back to our 11}0tor example where we had the five horsepower to install. If we multiply 746
watts by 5 we have 3,730 watts. This
motor output would not be expressed in
watts, however; just simply five horsepower, but its equivalent is the 3,730
watts. We call this output. Now it is
possible for us to find the input if the
motor is 80 per cent efficient, the average as noted above for a motor of this
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size. Write this formula carefully in
your note-book:
EFFICIENCY - OUTPUT
- INPUT
If you wish to make this into a little
"nutshell" formula, write it like this:
OUTPUT
EFFICIENCY X INPUT
Place your finger over the value you
wish to find and multiply or divide accordingly. For instance, output equals
efficiency times input; efficiency equals
output divided by efficiency.
Let us find the input into this 5 H. P.
motor. We know it will be necessary
to put into it a little more than 5 H. P.,
because it is only 80 per cent efficient.
Since input equals output divided by efficiency, we have in this case 3,730 watts
(5 H. P.) divided by 80 per cent o r
0.80. This gives 4,662.5 watts. Hence,
we send into the motor 4,662.5 total
watts, lose 20 per cent or 932.5 watts in
overcoming friction and electrical resistance, and deliver the rest, or 80 per cent,
to the pulley, 3,730 watts or 5 H. P.
Now, since' we know the total wattage
we must put into the motor, and since
this energy is to be delivered at a pressure of 110 volts, it is very easy to calculate the current which the motor will
receive.
Use the formula as explained in May
RADIO TOPICS : Current equals watts divided by volts. We will here divide the
input power by 4,662.5 watts by 110 volts
and the answer will be 42.4 amperes.
. If you were going to install · this 5
H. P. motor and use the 110 volts pressure tQ. operate it, you must look up in
YO 'lr wire table and find the size wire
necessary to carry this current.

* * *

The National Electric Code specifies
that the wiring to motors should be rubber covered, and the table gives the safecarrying copacities of wires of all sizes.
The wire to be used in this case will be
No: 7, Brown & Sh~rp gauge, which will
carry the above current without overheating. In .most installations, when the
load on the motor va ri es, a 25 per cent
overload wiring is recommended by the
rules, hence, if we wired for this overload we would wire for 53 amperes;
this would mean a No.5 Brown & Sharp
gaUl<e wire. It is best to wire for the
overload and' use the larger wire, for
then the resistance of the [ine will be cut
down and less power will be lost in the
wires conducting energy to the machine.
The experienced electrician will always consider this idea of lost energy,
for it means a great deal in operating
expenses of a power line.
The writer will now lead you a step
farther. We will discuss lost power in
this circuit. We have found the size of
wire necessary to pass a current of 42.4
amperes.
Let us see the result of using this wire.
For the sake of bringing out the point
we will use the No. 7 wire and not the
No. 5. You can get in on the No. 5 wire
calculation yourself a little later. Useful
power and lost power are two different
things. Of course, in our motor itself
we had both useful and lost power. We
had the useful power which was delivered to the pulley; the lost power being
spent in overcoming motor losses. Now
we have exactly the same thing in the
line carrying the current to the motor.
We put a certain amount of power in
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watts into the line at the service voltage,
lose some of it in overcoming the resistance of the line, and have what is left to
give to the motor. Thus the line itself
has an efficiency factor.

• * *

Let us say our 5 H. P. motor is located 100 feet from the switchboard. The
motor, we assume, is out in the factory
where machinery is operated. Since the
motor is 100 feet froin the switchboard
supplying the electric power, we must
make a careful survey of this situation
and be sure that the motor will receive
its proper pressure of 110 volts at this
distance.
Reviewing for an instant what the
writer has explained about the resistance of wires carrying current, you. will
remember that length and cross-sectional
area of wires are two very important
factors. The longer the wire the greater
will be its resistance; the smaller in
cross-section the greater will be its resistance.
N ow we will figure how much voltage
we will lose by using wire size No.7.
B, fore we can find the voltage loss it
will be necessary to find the resistance
of the No. 7 wire. This involves another
formula which you should also put down
carefully in yqur .. ote-book:
10.8 X Length in Feet
Resistance =
Circular Mils
This 10.8 is a constant for copper wire,
and is the resistance in ohms for one
mil-foot of copper wire at ordinary tempertaures. A mil is one-thousandth of
an inch or about the diameter of a hair
in your head. The mil-foot is this wire
of one-thousandth inch in diameter and
one foot long. Think about this for a
moment, a copper wire about the diameter of a hair and one foot long. This
little section of wire has the resistance
of 10.8 ohms.
The length in feet of the power line
does not mean the 'distance just one way,
but the total length of the circuit. In
this case for the wiring of the 5 H. P.
motor, the motor is 100 feet from the
switchboard where we are going to attach our line wires. Then the total
length of this circuit will be 200 feet,
since we must run the line to the machine and back again.
The circular mils in the formula means
the cross-sectional area of the wire
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under consideration, which is in this instance the No. 7, the cross-sectional area
being 20,816 C. M. You can find these
circular mil areas by referring to any
wire table for Brown & Sharp gauge,
this being used in electrical practice
when copper wires are employed for
lines. By working out this formula we
find the line resistance will be 0.1037
ohm.

•• •

N ow we have accomplished a very
important step, and this resistance value
will enable us to find the voltage drop
on the 200 feet of wire, also the power
lost in watts. From this watt loss we
will be able to determine the money loss,
as will be shown. As for the voltage,
loss, this is a simple process. Just use
Ohm's Law.
I
Voltage equals current times resistance. We figured the current to be 42.4
amperes and the resistance to be 0.1037
ohm. Therefore the voltage drop in this
line is 4.4 volts. This 4.4 volts means
that it takes this much pressure to pass
the current of 42.4 amperes through this
resistance of 0.1037 ohHl. This 4.4 volts
loss in the line is not unusually large for
this type of an installation, for often 5
per cent of the service voltage is permitted to be lost in the power leads to
electrical machinery.
The point of it all is this-the motor
must get its 110 volts if it operates up
to its rated 5 H. P. If it does not get
the 110 volts it will not deliver the 5
H . P. Hence, you can plainly see that if
we lose 4.4 volts in the line wires it will
be necessa ry to have this much added to
the 110 volts which the motor is to receive. That is, the switchboard voltage
must be 4.4 volts higher or 114.4 volts,
the line using up the 4.4- and the remaining 110 going on to the motor brushes.
Now let's pass on to another step and
study about the power in watts and see
how this works out iri this installation.
A simple matter, ·indeed. Watts equal
volts times amperes. So in this case
the watts lost in the line will equal the
amperes flowing in the line multiplied by
the volts lost in the line, or 42.4 amperes
times 4.4.volts, which equals 186.56 watts.
Since you must lose this voltage of 4.4
in the line, and since you have to pay
for it as energy loss, you can easily see
why voltage drop is a matter of extreme
importance in power installations.
If your power rate is 5 cents per
(C ontin"ed on page 34)

Malcolm MacGr e go r, t he movie sta r, has music wit h his m eals. He gets
the latest over the radio every evening. (Metro Pictures Corp. phot o.)
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Fewer and Better Programs
NATI ONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE F I NDS ·PUBLIC WANT S FEDERAL
L AWS TO END CONFUSION
~W ER broadcasting stations constitute the chief
~emanded by the American people, according to

radio reform
the results of
a n ation-wide inquiry conducted by the National Radio Chamber of Commerce in an effort to wipe out the evils existing in the
r adio industry. The investigation also revealed an insistent public
desire for better p r ograms, federal regulatory legislation to end confusion an d to thw ar t selfish interests, and separation of public broadcasting stations from the experimental stations operated by amateurs.

r

The Chamber sent a questionnaire to persons representing all
phases of the art from manufacturer to listener. The replies are
analyzed i~ a . statement made
public by' Ralph C. Watrous,
former lieutenant-governor of
Rhode Island and a member of
the Chamber's special committee
appointed to make a study of the
broadcasting sit uation.
The Chamber warns that a
serious economic qu estion exist s
and asserts its purpose "to ' k eep
broadcast ing with in the h ands of
the public, to w hom t his means
of new communication belong s.
Passage of the White Bill giving
greater power to the D epartment
of Commerce is u rged.
"The one outst anding problem
is that of broadcast ing," says the
statement. "The response to the
questionnaire was gratifying a nd
pointed the way in several dire~
tions very clearly. Most promInent of all was the idea of 'fewer
broadcasting stat ions w ith b etter
programs.' No exact n um ber of
stat ions was generally recommended ana this could not well
be as the range of stations is so
rapidly changing, both as to their
efficiency and also t o th e steadily
increasing r eceiving range of
more efficient receiving sets. But
that progress would be more
ra'Pid when we realize the necessity for fewer stations seems a
perfectly safe deduction from t he
answers to the questionnaire."
Serious Economic Question
"The mat ter of 'better programs' seems to be very naturally
related in the minds of those
answering to t he expense of furnishing really good programs,
but it does not seem to matter
who pays for it or how. The
more people who can be served
by a s ingle st ation t he less, of

course, the expense per listener!
This economic question is a very
serious one and in the interest s
of the general radio public must
be dealt with very carefully.
,H owever, of course, the people
as a whole interested in radio
must finally in some way pay the
bill.
"Another
mat t e r
clearly
brought out by the questionnaire was that proper legislation
should b e enacted in Congress
that would not only s afeguard
our Federal departments but
give to Secret a ry Hoover's department t he power to so regulate . radio, and b roadcasting in
particular, that the greatest service shall b e realized by the greatest number.
"It would seem that the questionnaire also clearly indicates a
of line separation between publiCI

broadcasting stations from t he
stations operated largely in exper iment al work by our amat eurs
who served such a usefu l purpose
during the war and who 'have
done much constructive work.
They must have a place, b ut
their power and range must not
be allowed to interfere with t he
public's use of this new means of
commu nication to an unreasonable extent."
Wave Lengths Dealt W ith
"The question of ~ave lengt hs
was dealt with in the questionnaire but this is a matter that
will have to have much thorough
study and any solution of this
problem can only be covered
temporarily as changing conditions will make necessary frequent changes in any provision
inser t ed in t he new law.
"The White Bill no\:"" pending
in Congress provides fo r a Radio
Counc il and the seleet ion of t his
Council made in a way to really
represent th e w h ole radio p ubl ic
is about as important a m atter as
confronts us. We frequen tly h ear
t he idea expressed that t h e more
b roadcasting stat ions t he better,

(Phot o By W. H. Dorr, Jr.)

Photo of Christian Strohm, who in, 1859 t raveled from Oldes Leben to
Weimar, Germany, to hear the premiere of the opera which took Richard Wag ~
ner seven years to complete. Now, just sixty-four years later, Mr. Strohm,
here in America, listens to the same opera, using a crystal set, broadcasted
from station WIP, Philadelphia.
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for a great number will sooner
awaken the public to the impossibility of satisfactory se rvice under a system of numerous stations.
"This is absolutely wrong' and
the National Radio Chamber of
Commerce believes that all that
is needed is to call attention t o
the necessity of reduction and the
American pub lic w ill r espond
and make its wants known in no
uncertain way.
"It was made clear in the questionnaire that answers were n ot
desired if they were to b e g iven
with the spirit and intent of
Voices of prominent fig'ures re corded forever on p allophotophon e. L eft to ri g ht : General
, p res ident Radio Corp. of America; C. A . Hoxie, inven tor of t h e pallophotophone;
favoring any g roup, class or cor- DHarbord
avid Sarnoff, v ice president a n d ge neral ma na ge r of Radio Corp.
poration; but r ather that the matF yo u have tuned in to 370 ponding variations of current.
ter shall be so considered .a nd the
meters recently and have Microphones now in general use
answers so given that it would
picked up WGY you have are constructed on the principle
be apparent the interests of the
governm en't and the entire radio probably been surprised at the of the t elephone transmitter in
public were paramount."
purer and tru er t one quality of which the compression' or expanmusic
and speech from the Gen- sion of graaular carbon affect the
Much Data Gathered
eral
Electric
Company broadcast- electric current.
The number of radiophon e sets
ing
station.
The answer is the
In the Pallophotophone pick-up
licensed by the Department of
Pallophotophone.
a very sensitive diaphragm is set
Commerce for transmitting purposes in the United States totals
A n ew use h as b een found for vibrating by sound. The moveapproximately 570, it was . ~aid. the remarkable device which pho- ment of the diaphragm is comData covering 34D of the broad- tographs sound on motion picture municated to a mirror three S IXcasting stations has b een gath- film a nd then reproduces the ty-fourths of an inch square. A
ered by the Chamber in a study sound fr.om the film. C. A. Hoxie, strong light strikes the dancing
of transmitting range.
the inventor, has now devised a mirror which reflects the light
It was found that forty stations pick-up or microphone using the beam at a sensitive light cell. The
have a range of fifty miles, sixty- principle of the Pallophotophone _ variation in the bearp of light,
nine stations a range of 100 reproducer.
caused by the vibration of the
miles, seventy-three of 200 miles,
mirror varies the effect on the
- The microphorie is the link be- light cell and thuS" produces a corforty-three of 300 miles, eight of
400 miles, sixty-one of 500 miles, tween the artist or instrument in respondir.g variation in the eleceight of 700 miles, seventeen of the studio and the electrical cir- tric circuit. Amplification is then
1,000 miles, nineteen of 1,500 cuit ; it converts or transforms the obtained in the ordinary way by
mil es, and two of 2,000 miles. variations of tone into corres- means of pliotrons,

The Pallophotophone

I

Broadcasting a play from WG Y, the General Electric Company broadcasting station,
Schenectady, N . Y. Note the position of the actor with reference to the Pallophotophone
pick-up, which is used by WGY instead of the ordinary microphone. The telephone head set
used by the director is connected to an outside receiving set, and is so carefully padded that
he hears no sound from the studio itself, but hears the playas though he were one of the
great audience outside. The sign he displays in the picture is not usually used during the
presentation of a play unless the cast includes actors not accustomed to play broadcasting.
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The new pick-up eliminates the
hiss which accompanies the use
of th e ordinary microphone; it is
more sensitive and responds more ·
readily and accurately to sound
waves,
capturing
harmonics
which would ordinarily be los t.
A feature of the new pick-up is
the weight of the moving or vibrating part. The diaphragm and
mirror combined weigh one-tenth
of a grain or half as much as the
head of a common pin.
The Pallophotophone pick-up
is now a permanent part of the
studio equipment of WGY. Many
letters complimenting WGY on
the improvement of its tone
quality were received after the
program of January 30, when the
play "Bought and Paid For,"
which waS put out through the
new pick-up, was presented.
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What's Wrong With the Crystal Set?

~

~

~ A Humorous Letter From a Serlous but Vexed RADIO TOPICS Reader-E. W. ~
~
Cornelius Would Like to Hear From the 999,999 Other Crystal Set Owners ~
~ .
He Wants to Know if It's a Disease-What's Your Answer?
~
~L

~
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ERE'S one to play on your tambourine-it takes place at the
gates of St. Peter:
St. P. "What kiud of a radio set
do you ow~?"
1st Man. "I have an eight tube regenerative set."
St . .P. ':'you go over with the Presbyterians.
.
St. P. to 2nd subject. "What kind
of a radio set haOle you got?"
2nd. "I have a single tube amp lifier
set."

St. P. "Fine, you go over with the
Methodists."
St. P. to Me. "And young fellow,
what kind of a radio set have you?"
Me. "I have a crys t al -set."
St. P. "You go over with the Christian Scientists, you onl y think you
have a radio set."
This is not meant to be sacreligious
in any way. It is only to show the
a ttitude of the radio magazines over
the entire country. The thou sand·s of
"crystal gazers" as you might call
them are completely ignored. It seems
they are willing to ha ve us buy our
cry-stal sets but after we get them
they laugh at us. Show me the radio
magazine that has remembered that
there are so many of us poor beggars
in existence that can't afford to buy a
swell set and haven't the brains to
make one. Remember I said there
were others.
But let me start at the beginning.
O nce a lady bought her husband a
canary bird for his birthday because
she wanted one so badly, only I'm a
man and it was a r a dio set instead of
a canary bird. My wife wanted a
radio -set so in order to keep peace in
the fa mily and get s omething that I
had wanted for a long time I bought
her a radio sePo
vVell, friends, the first night when
I brought that precious Jundle home
I had to get right out and put up the
aerial. The moon and I prowled
around until about midnight hooking
things up and untangling the mess of
wires. We did everything according
to the instructions that came with the
set, and if you never tried it let me
tell you to read page 30 of any standa rd dictionary and then go out and
put up your aerial. It will be just as
goo d as following the printed instructions.

* * *

It took me just about two minutes
to become a bug and I've been bughou-se ever since. I measured distances for two hours in order to cut
the wires correctly. I measured the
distance between the top of the b arn
and ground personally. According to
the bump on top of my head it was
abo ut twenty feet. And according to
the instructions it should have been
thirty feet . However, such a little in-

cident did not dampen my enthusiasm
one bit.
After I got the aerial up and returned to the house the entire nei g hborhood was on ha nd to li sten in (on
my crystal set.) vVell, I sa t down
a nd, with a broad gri n on my face,
adjusted the phone">. vVe ll, I turned
both dials and the switch· for about
an hour to no avail. I finally called
LIP the broadcasting station ' to find out
whether they were working or not,
and w'a s informed that they had been
broadcasting for a few hours. That
was enough for me. The poor neighbors had to go home feeling mighty
blue.
The n ext morning I got up bright
and early with <\,'.happy feeling on my
chest, and made a dash for the corner
newstand to buy a rac!io magazine
which I knew would be full of information of great value to me in getting
my se t adjusted. There was no radio
paper on the stand and the man asked
m e what kind of a magazine that was.
-vV ell , after chasing around for a while
I got a copy of the "Windy City
Radio." I da-shed home all excited
and started reading, The first few
pages were advertising and I read
every word of the ads. Then started
something about "Audio-Frequency
and Its Wherefor." After reading all
about that I came to "Mr. Johnson
Invents New Wiring System." After
reading all of the hee advertising for
Mr. Johnson I came to, "Why Seven
Strand Wire is ,Better Than Single
Strand." I was delighted in reading
all that stuff and swam through it to
the back cover. But-my radio set
didn't work yet and I hadn't read a
wlord to help me make it work.

* * *

After reading the Windy magazine
through a few times I tramped around
for a few more hour-s and finally got,
"Ether Waves." This magazine was
just brimfull of interesting advertising and some editorials. I read and
read from one end to another, but
alas I failed to find such a thing as a
crystal even mentioned. I read all
about audio, radio, tubes, oscillation,
and strangulation, but nothing about
a cat's whisker, crystal or ground adjustmsnt. Well, you can imagine that
I was di-sgusted. I was convinced that
the· man who sold me my crystal set
had put something over on me and
sold me an, antique.
The second day I grabbed all the
newspapers and looked up "Questions and Answers," and there I found
the same questions that the favorite
magazines had answered for me. Well,
I was sure loaded with Audio and
Radio and -some unkind words. I
finally gave up and packed my set up
and took it to a radio shop, one of
these places wh ere the y know every-
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th ing. The fellow looked at me as
t hough J was insa ne and asked me if
they were giving those boxes a ,,·ay
so mewh ere. A fter a few minutes testin g he un sc rewed my ea r phones and
bent the plate a little and told me to
go home, and some ot her place .
I finally got hom e and got my set
hooked up, and aft er turning the dials
I actually heard some music. I a lmo-st c!ropped dead, the shock was so
great. The music was fine and the
announcing was perfectly clear. After
getting a few different local stations '
liped up I read over the. radio maga- .
Z1l1es I had bought to see if I
cou ldn 't go on and learn something,
now that I had the outfit working. But
as many times as I read the magazines I didn't find a thing except a
bunch of technical words about wires
and this and that, that didn't mean a
thing to me. Why couldn't one of the
radio papers have the ABC's? Why
couldn't one of the radio magazines
tell that very often a slight adjustment of the phone-s is needed to put
the set in operation?

* * *

What I want to know .is this,-is a
crystal radio set a ser.ous disease ?
These great electrical engineers are
the bunk if they can't make a common working fellow like me understand their language. I've been in the
selling game a few years now and let
me tell you if I pulled off the stuff
that most of the radio writers do
they'd have me in the pen. I think
they don't want anyone to understand
their English ">0 they can get away
with their stuff a lot longer. Just because I have a cheap crystal set do
you fellows think I didn't have to
crawl around the roofs and make the
insurance company have heart failure?
Do you think they give crystal sets
away with every purchase of pork and
beans? Or is it because the upk eep
is so small that Blank Electrical Company can't sell enough acce">sories?
Just because the Blank Electrical
Company attaches a radio set to your
bed post so you can stay there all day
and tell the magazines nice stories
about their ten dollar tubes, do YOl1
think that I with my measly crystal
set am not entitled to as much space
in the Gazook Gazette as you are?'
I called on a high powered radio
engineer employed by a radio magazine to find out certain thing.s about
my cry-stal set. He said, "Why don't
you get a radio set? Then you
wou ldn't have to come to. me." Correct he is. If we all ·had "radio sets"
we wouldn't need the engineers of the
magazines and they cou ld read t h e
morning
papers
without
being
bothered by flivver owners. Th en as a
parting knock he said, "You know the
old fogies who were kicking about the
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telephone and saying it wouldn't work
because there was no hole for the
sounds to go through, in the wires,
are now kicking because there's nothing around the hole."
When I got home and sat down in
between programs I looked over the
radio section to find that in Chicago
we are to sing a new popular song,
"Silent Night, Quiet Night. All is
Calm But Not So Bright." Oh, well,
it's a good thing because now we can
go to bed with a clear conscience, except that we are worrying about
whether our neighbor with a "radio
set" is listening to Honolulu or
C01'l1ed Beef Hash.

* * *

N ow that I'm through let's hear
from the other 999,999 crystal set
owners and what they have to say for
themselves. And if any of the world
wonder TECHNICAL RADIO ENGINEERS can engineer enough courage to defend themselves I would like
to hear from them. I will -stand correction on any mistake I have made
and I'm sure , that the Radio Topics
who have been kind enough to print
' this would be glad to forward all letters to me whether they have explosives or not, E. W. Cornelius.
P. S. -Remember now that I have
showed you "Techs" the respect of
putting your title in capital letters.

The Noble Battery
The battery with a constitution.
The Noble battery is constructed
along the up-to-date battery engineering lines.
, This battery is supplied to the
public in either a wooden case or
moulded rubber case with base,
to protect your home furnishings
against acid damages.
The Dositive and negative grids
are «'{riple Oxodized," and insulated with the best of Port Oxford Cedar, thereby permitting the
batterv to maintain a low internal ' resistance, leading to a high
momentary discharge, if such is a

TOPICS

this high momentary discharge, no
buckling of the plates , is experi~nced.
' r
The Noble battery of the wooden case outside, has three rubber
jars for the individual cells, while
the moulded rubber variety, each
cell is moulded in shape at the factory, necessitating only the separators between the positive and
negative elements.
Each Noble battery is made to
last for eighteen months, sealed
with "Leak Proof Terminals" and
each battery jar is subjected to a
dielectric test of 6,000 volts to insure against soft spots or defects
which would impair its insulating
qualities and cause premature
failure of the cell.
Each jar contains the "Micrometer Tested" separators and made
of the finest resawed cedar, the
perfect separator material. In all
N able batteries, slightly thinner
negative plate permits the use of
separators a full 1-64 of an inch
thicker than those ordinarily employed. This added thickness provides extra resistance to wear, and
eliminates one of the most common causes of internal ,short-circuits.
The Noble battery plates have
three reasons for being better:
A. Interlocking grid. A triumph
of mechanical perfection. Interlocking ribs hold the oxides in a
vise-like grip, and prevent shedding and plate disintegration.
B. Strength-Endurance. The extremely hard center of thp. "Triple
Oxide" plate gives it unequaled
rigidity and endurance, and reduces the possibility of buck!ing.
C. Super-Activity. By a secret and exclusive manufacturing
process, the surface of Noble
plates ' are maintained in a highly
porous, semi-soft condition. This
insures maximum speed and capacity.

The Howard :LVI ulti-Terminal Telephone Plug

necessity, when employing two,
three or four vacuum tupes and
loud talking device. Even , with

The Howard multi-terminal telephone , plug will accommodate
from one to six pairs of telephone
receivers, either individual receivers
or pairs of receivers with an instantaneous connection.
The multi-terminal telephone
plug with a purpose.
The following combinations can
be had when using the Howard
multi-terminal plug: 1, single
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pair of telephone receivers; 2, two
pair in series; 3, two pair in parallel; 4, two pair irt series and one
pair in parallel; 5, two pair in parallel and one pair in series; 6,
three pair in parallel; 7, two parallel pairs, of two in series; 8,
two parallel pairs of two in series
with one pair in parallel with the
combination; 9, three parallel
pairs of two in series.
With this combination and with
one of the Howard multi-terminal
plugs on hand the embarrassment
of telling your friends to wait a
few minutes for hooking up of the

old style of plug is eliminated.
Proving a very big friend to you,
your friends and the pleasure derived from makin'g- immediate connections thereby.
The Howard multi-terminal
plug is handled by all up-to-date
dealers and jobbers.

WGY Vesper Services
Every Sunday afternoon a little
gro up of people assemble in the radio
studio of WGY in the midst of the
towering factory buildings of the General Electric Company at Schenectady, N. Y., and vesper service, including organ selections, hymns,
scripture reading and sermljll1, are conducted. The group in the studio is
small, but many thousands in city
and country participate in the devotions,
These services not only enter many
homes but they are multiplied by
means of receivin g sets and loud
speakers and made to furnish the r elig ious inspiration of other gatherings
in distant places. For example, the
Railroad Y. M. C. A. at Oneonta,
N. Y., no longer arranges for a special afternoon service, but instead receives WGY, and according to a letter
from the general secretary, A. C.
Lange, "These services come through
very clear and are enjoyed by all who
attend."

April, 1923
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Proper Antenna for Tuning
By F. CONRAD
Assistant Chief Engineer, Westinghouse ,Electric

(~1I1anufacturing

Company.

WONDER how many tonight will hear my voice from Station rent from a wave corresponding
KYW alone and how many will hear it with a babel of other to that for which it is tuned.
sounds, If you hear it alon·e, it may be due to the fortunate cir- Therefore, if a regenerative recumstances of my having the floor alone, so to speak, or it may be ceiver is used, with an antenna in
that you have n1Qre or less solved one of the problems that confront an ideal location, it will be found
the radio broadcast listener. This problem is to hear a desired station possible to maintain the maximum
at will and without intrusion from undesired ones. The ability to strength of signal, even with a rehear a desired station alone, or "selectively," as it is called, depends duced antenna height. However,
in part on the receiving apparatus and in part on the antenna system as the same resistance will be
maintained by this receiver
to which it is connected.
against undesired waves the reMany of you believe that the better the ant~nna the better the
duction of height will therefore
signals. This is true, but it does not necessarily mean that the best give a greater selectivity. Of
antenna is the largest. The function of the antenna is to transfer to course, in general pr~ctice it usuthe receivIng apparatus the electric forces which are set up by the ally will not be possible to obtain
waves being transmitted through space. This receiving apparatus quite the same strength of signal
must discriminate between the electric forces due to the radio wave with the low as with the high anit is desi red to receive and the forces due to the ' undesired waves, tenna, as there is a certain amount
among which arc the waves from "Dame Nature" herself, or "static," of absorption or loss near the
as they are called.
ground which tends to reduce the
Importance of Selective Receiver but ~oon reaches a maximum possible signal strength.
Th e selective receiver is. one strength, which cannot be exceedShould the location be such that
that offers a high resistance to ed by further increase of antenna the antenna is perfectly clear and
the flow of current which would height. This height is such that free from surrounding objects, the
be set up by the electric forces the electric forces set up by the in- low one will be found to be pracfrom undesired waves, and offers coming wave is sufficient to drive tically equal to the high one, when
a low resistance path for the flow through the receiving apparatus a regenerative receiver is used.
of current due to the electric the full current strength which is But should the antenna be located
fo rc es from the waves it is desired equivalent to the received signals. where it is considerably shielded,
to receive. In other words, it per- To express it in another way, this as where it is surrounded by high
mits yo u t o hear the stations you maximum current is that which buildings, it is possible that the
wish to hear, and to tune out those would itself set up the same signal strength will be greatly inyo u do not wish to hear.
strength of radio wave around the fluenced by height. In this latter
The receptive ability of an an- receiving antenna as is induced by condition, it will probably be nectenna is, in general, determined the transmitting antenna sending essary to make up for the poor 'seby the height of its horizontal out the signals it is desired to lectivity of the high antenna by
portion above "he ground, or, stat- hear.
using a ,5omewhat elaborate reTube Reduces Resistance
ed differently, the strength of the
A vacuum-tube receiving set, in ceiving apparatus. Under the conelectric forces induced in an anwhich
the principle of regenera- ditions surrounding the average
tenna by the radio waves is protion
is
employed, tends to reduce residence district, it usually is posportional to the height of this antenna. Therefore, to tune out or the resistance to the flow of cur- sible, with care in the location of
discriminate between different
waves, the selectivity or resisting
Paris Has Radio Maids
power of the receiver to interf~r
ing waves would have to be mCCORDING to recent dispatches, the radio is supplanting housecreased as the antenna height is
maids in Paris. Geo rge Ernchette, president of the French soincreased, while to receive an
ciety for the Study 6f Wireless, is replacing the servants in his
equal sig'nal from a desired wave
home by radio, from Eiffel Tower.
,
the resistance in the receiving set
Every day at 6 a. m. a wireless wave from the tower starts an alarm
t o this desired wave would have
clock on his dresser, opens the windows of his bedroom and pulls back
to be decreased as the antenna
the shutters. An electric stove is started by the same wave" the chocolate
is heated and is electrically controlled and never boils over.
height is decreased.
The news of the day is disseminated from a loud-speaker as he eats
Experiments have shown that
his dinner, official time is given him by radio, and' all clocks in the
when the antenna height is inhouse are operated by wireless.
creased and a receiver, such as
M. Ernchette declares next winter he is going to heat his house by
crystal-detector set or a .tube set
wireless waves from Eiffel Tower.
not using regeneration, is used,
the signal at first increases but

I
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the antenna, to maintain good signals, even though the height is
considerably less than with the
scheme generally employed of attaching the horizontal wire to
some point near or on the roof of
a two-story house.
Inside vs. Outside Antenna
The actual selectivity required
divides itself into two classes or
conditions of service; one in
which it is desired to discriminate
between two relatively nearby
stations of approximately equal
signal strength but separated by
some interval of wavelength, the
other where it is desired to discriminate against a nearby station
and receive from a distant one,
the signal from which would, of
course be very much weaker than
that fr~m the nearby station. For
the first condition, it will be found
that with the average regenerative
receiver, ample strength will. be
obtained from an antenna whIch
is not over ten or fifteen feet high,
or it may even be entirely within
an ordinary living room. The second condition, however, is a much
more severe one and reEluires
either a location where an antenna
of not over fifteen or twenty feet
high will not be unduly shielded,
or where the lesser selectivity of a
high antenna will be counter-balanced by a more elaborat e and selective receiving !'et.

Here's a New Filan1ent
Control
OMES this month the Autostat, a new rheostat, manufactUl'ed by the Automatic
Elect rical Device Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. It represents the
most radical.advancement in radio
filament control presented in some
time. The manufactu'rers claim
for it many advantages over the
old style of rheostat.
The Autostat will give a precise
control of the filament current, it
is said, with the turning of the
knob a hair's breadth. There were
fo rty complete turns of the knob
between the maximum and the
minimum resistance.
Its construction is radically different, too, from the common
rheostat. Two parallel mounted,
wire-wound, fireproof resistance
tubes are connected in a series by
a micrometer operated slider-the
length of wire in circuit depending upon the location of this slider.
It is claimed that one full turn of
the Autostat knob produces finer
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New U V 201-A-T'ube
NEW and improved Radiotron type UV-201-A, superior in many respects to
the UV -201 tube, and designed to
supersede the latter, has been announced by the Radio Corporation of America.
While in outward appearance
UV-201-A resembles UV-201,
with the exception of a slight discoloring of the bulb, the new tube
incorporates several new and distinctive features.
. OOO'2~

five times that of the UV-201 tube.
High Exhaustion
Aside from its superior filament
properties, the new tube is exhausted to an exceedingly low
pressure. A high vacuum is recognized as representing one of the
most important factors in the design of vacuum tube amplifiers,
and every effort has been made in
the case of UV -201-A to completely expel the gases from the bulb.
The successive stag~s in the ex-

""F"O

Fig. 1 is the hook-up detector, and Fig. (right) shows hook-up for amplifier
for the new UV-201-A tube.

One of the outstanding features
of the new tube is its special filament, which requires about 1.0
ampere with a 6 volt battery
source for the production of normal filament emission.
The latest tube, h owever, contains a new and improved filament, requiring only one-quarter
of an ampere (.25) at five volts
across the terminals of the filament, and with this current the
filament emissio}:1 averages about

haustion of th e new tube are carri ed out with extreme care so as
to insure satisfactory performance.
During this proces.s of exhaustion a mirror-like film collects on
the inside wall of the glass bulb,
which remains after the exhaustion is completed_ The translucent
film should not lead the owner to
believe that the tube is defective.
This slight discoloring does not
interfere with the operation of the
tube in any way.

tuning than a hair's breadth adjustment on any other, and that it
brings in distant stations loud
and clear and tunes in those elusive stations that heretofore have
remained unheard.
I t gives uniform change in resistance 'with each turn of
the knob, possessing practically
"zero" resistance at full-on posi-

tion. It is compact in size, neatly
mounted, and requires less space
than the others. Furthermore, it
is one of the most economical
rheostats on the market, inasmuch
as only one Rheostat is necessary
t o control two amplifying bulbs.
It can also be used with six volt
or WD-ll detector tubes, or one
5 watt power tube.

The Autostat-a super-radio rheostat which gives most precise control
of filament current obtainable - is
one of the latest advancements in
radiology.
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N EW ELECTRICAL CO NDE N SER
(Patent N o. 1,444,534, issued to Butler Ames
and Phillip J. Gilinson, Lowell, M ass., Feb.
6, 1923.)
This invention relates to electrical condensers and has for its object a condenser
which is simple to construct, which is compact
in form, which can be tightly compressed to
expel any air trapped therein, which will fit
in to a magneto rotor or other restricted space.
The device illustrated in Figs. 1 to 6 essentially comprises a body portion 1 made
up of alternate layers of insulating and conducting materia l, end plates 2 and 3 dis·
posed at opposite ends of the body portion,
and dvets 4 for securing the end plates to·
gether.
The insulating layers of the body portion
are in the form of square sheets 5 having
th eir corners cut off as shown at 6 in Fig. 5.
The conducting layers are in the fonn of
oblong sheets alternate ones of which are
disposed at right angle to each so as to form
two sets of conducting sheets 7 and 8 a ngu·
larly displaced from each other 90 0 as indio
cated in Fig. 5. The conducting sheets ex·
tend some what beyond the opposite sides of

0
. 080

o

Referring more particularly to th e drawing the improved electrolytic wave detector
comprises a base 1 of wood or any suitable
nonconductiving material.
The supporting base 1 is provided w ith a
centrally disposed circular cutout portion 5
w ith which diametrically opposed extensions

condenser 10 and parallel ' inductance 11 is
tuned t o the frequency of the interfering
signals which it is des ired to suppress. This
second trap offers a high impedance in the
circuit to the flow of currents of the interfering frequency and thereby prevents such
curre nts from affecting the telephone receivers 9.
In case the second frequency trap
d oes not com pletely prevent the interfering
signals from affecting the telephone r eceivers a co upling 12 may be provided between
the two frequency traps for the purpose of
impressing upon the first frequency t rap a
current o f the proper phase and intensity to
neutralize a n y current of the undesired frequency which may flow in the first trap.
I have found that it is possibe by the
system indicated to eliminate the effect upon
the receivers of signals produced from nearby stations of high power and of wave length
diffenng only slightly from that of signals
which are to be r eceived from a distant station.

YOU SAVE $7 30
By Our Big Special
HOM CHARGER DEAL

O~/J
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Seven Views of New Electrical Condenser
the insulating sheet,. and at each side are
folded over each other and pressed together
with a hot iron or otherwise connected t ogether as indicated at 9, 9a, 10 and lOa in
Figs. 3 to 6. While these are the preferred
shapes of the insulating and conducting
sheets it is to be understood that the shapes
may be varied within the scope of the in·
vention in its bwader aspect so long as the
conducting layers project from different sides
of the condenser so as to be united together.
The end plates 2 and 3 are insulated from
the body portion 1 by layers of insulation 11
and 12 and the rivets 4 are insulated from
the end plate 2 by insulating washers 13 and
bushings 13a. Extending from plate 2 along
one pair of opposite sides of the condenser
are two flanges 14 and 14'. these flanges c on·
tacting resp ectively with the enas oi the set
7 of conducting sheets; and extending from
plate 3 along the other pair of opposite sides
of the condenser are two flanges IS and 16,
these flanges contac ting respectively with
the ends of the set 8 of conducting sheets.
A film of solder is preferably flowed in be·
tween each of these flanges and the corresponding set of ends of the conducting sheets
to insure a perfect c ontact between each
end of each conducting sheet and one of
the end plates.
When the end plates are
. utilized as tenninal plates they are provided
with terminal lugs 17 and 18, respectively,
to which circuit leads may be connected.
A WIRLESS WAVE DETECT O R
(Patent No. 1,441,988, iss ued to E m met P.
Lindner, Indianapolis, Ind., · Jan. 9, 1923)
This invention relates to wave detectors a5
used in wireless apparatus and an obj ect of
the invention is to provide a carborundum
detector which is c onstructed to permit m ove ment in any necessary direction making it
possible to engage any sensitive spot ort the
mineral crystal with centralogical pressUre
of the contact point of the detector.

6 and 7 communica te. Th e mineral crystal
carrying cup 8 of th e wave detector is posi·
tioned in the cutout portion 5 and it comprises a s ub stanti ally cylindrical cup open at
its upper end and having supporting s t ems
9 a nd 10 projecting therefrom at diametrically
opposed points. The stem 9 is rockably sup·
ported in tbe upper end of an angular metal
strip 11 of conductive material, which is
attached, by means of a suitable screw or
bolt 12, to the supporting base 1. The stem
lOis rockably supported by a n angular metal
bar 13 of conductive material, one end of
which engages a conducting strip 14, being
held in firm engagement with this conduct ive strip 14 by the bolt 15 which serves
to connect both the angular bar 13 and the
strip 14 to the supporting base 1. The strip
14 is connected to the binding post 16 which
is to have connection with the wireless apparat u s.
RA D I O R E CEIVI NG SYSTEM
(Paten t No. 1,443,209, .. sued to Burke Bradbury, Schenectady, N . Y., Jan. 23, 1923)
The present invention r elates to radio receiving systems, particularly to syst ems for
receiving continu ous wave signals.
Indicated in the drawing is an antenna 1
with the usual tuning inducta nce 2 a nd a
coupling transformer 3 by means of which
the received signals are impressed upon the
grid circuit of a detector 4 o f the electron
discharge type. The plate and grid circuits
of the detector are coupled together at 5
in order that the detector may generate

E OFFER one brand n ew, guaranteed
W 'l'EF:D
HOMCHAltGER and a 100 am p. GUARANRADIO ··A" BATTERY, both lor
$::2.10. 'I'hink of itl Just a. li ttle more than
others charge (or battery alone! H ero' s rcal value
ror radiO set owners I
St udy These Figures :
llOMCHARGER
(as
sold
. ..erywher. ).
Value •....•. • . . .. . ••.•...... . • . .•. ... . . $18. 50
BATTEHY-a bargain at its cgular list
prine of . . ..... ...... . ..... .. . ... ..•.... . 21.50
TOTAlJ VA]JUE

. ... .. ....... . ...... . . $4U.UU

Dun SPECIAL PRICE .. .. . ....... ... .. . .. 32.70
YOUR SAVING .. .. . . .. . . .. .......•.. $ 7.30
The Battery You've Been Waiting For.
A GUARAN TEE 0 6 volt. 120
amp.
11 ])Iate
storaee battery in
leak - proof Vict rola. style case.
willi cover and
handle. Saves injUl'Y to rues, fUr niture. Complete
as illustratedwith tray. only
~25; with switch
in cover. $1.150
extra .
Hom charg er and
(his Battery both
for only $39.90.
I ABLE

N ave! R a dio Receiving System

local oscillations of a frequency slightly differ ent from that of the signals whil'h are
to be received. Coupled t o the plate circ uit
of the detector 4 by m eans of the trans·
former 6 is a separate circuit in which are
provided two frequency traps. One ·of these
which comprises the capacity 7 and parallel
inducta nce 8 is tuned for the frequency of
the signal, to be received, the usual telephone receiver 9, or any other desired form
of indica tor, being connected in parallel t o
this tra p. The second trap mad e up of the

\
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Has a. range of 720 degrees : others
have only 180. R eplaccs any 11 t o
45 platc condenser. Selecth"e tuning
in sured. Tunes out any unwan ted
station-tunes in what rou want to
hear. !\founts entirely en fron t or
I>anel. leaving all space available in
rear where you n eed it: Genuine
Bakelite Job GUARANTEED. Sent
!1ostJ}nid on receipt or price. $3.50.
Order These Big Va lues Today' Right From This
Ad vertise ment. Save Money !
Lowest Prices on Quality Batteries
MAPLE CASES
(Black or mahogany fin ish )
Price
Tn )£:
RatinG.
$1 2.75
.. . ... 80 Amp.
Juni or
.... . . 100 Am p.
15.DO
Senior .... .
17.75
Rtandard .. . ... • •.... . .. . 120 Amp.
19.43
...•• .•. ..... 140 Am p.
::il1pcriOl'
RUBBER CASES
(Leak Proo!)
'l'YIA!.
Hating.
Price.
.1tmior
..... . . ..... SO Amp.
$1< .80
Senior . .. . . ... . ......... . 100 AmP.
17. DO
St~n d:l.rd . ... . .. . . "" .. . .. 120 Amp.
19.70
SUI,erior . ... •.. . .. .. " .... 140 Am i).
21.70
Covers for all batteries in rubber ca.ses, $1.00
extra. All batteri es a nd Homcharger shipped express C. O. D .
Order these big valu es today right from this
advert ise ment- Save Money.

NOBLE BATTERIES
1454 MONADNOCK BLOCK· CHICAGO
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he Receiver
which has met with
Universal Favor

Telm.aco

Set ofThl'ee

TypeB ..R
Receiver

2 Variometers ;8~
t/,1 Variocoupl~

Manufactured exclusively
for us by the Tri-Cit y
Radio Electric Supply Co.,
licensed under Armstrong
U. S. Patent No_ 1113149,
Oct. 6th, 1914, for use in
amateur stations and for
radio experi~,ental work.
A careful aI)al ysis of the
past two revolutionary
years in R adio shows unquestion ab ly that the receiver of the
future must h ave the fo llow ing qualifications:

~~~&~eck2lfiO~

. Send You\' O..del' inTo-day
•

OUR HAMf: PROTECTS YOU

CftlCAGO RAlnO APPARATUSC?
415 So.Dearbom

Chicago:; .

ESTRU
Lattice Variometers
List Price $5

Dalton, Whittier, True
2905 West Madison Street

CHICAGO

EFEICIENCY OF OPERATION: Securing distance, volume, selectivity.
EASE OF OPERATION enabling the n ovice to secure satisfactory results. HIGHEST QUAL.
ITY OF WORKMASHIP AND MATERIALS.
The time when inferior r a dio products can b e
su ccessfully merchandised is p ast. PRICE within
the reach of everybody. All these qualifications are

combined in the TELMACO Type B-R Receiver_

Specifications:
Pan e l - Fo rmica, grained and machine

engraved. V arico-Coupler-TELMACO
specia l silk wound with loading indue..
ranee in ser ies with primary. Con..
denser- Specia l 13-platc with Bake ..

lite ends. Rheostat- Single knob
control. Sockets-Highly nickeled
shell, Blakelite base. Dials - are
polished, presenting p leasing contrast
with du ll panel. Workman s hip manufactured according to TEL·

MACO'S rigid specificat ions . T his
Eithe r

guara ntees y o ur satisfaction.

6 v olt or 1Y;, vo lt tube may be used.

Price
Patents procured and trade-marks registered.
Ad vice a nd terms upon request. Robb, Robb
& H ill , 1421 I-Lanna Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio ;
960 McLachlen l*ldg., Washington, D. C.
FOR SALE-COMPLETE RADIO REceivin g set , detector and three.stage amplif-i er, rege n erative r ece iver , v ario· cou pler and 2
var io me t er s, ph o ne, B b at t er y a lld s to rage batl cry . n ew, lo ud speaker h o rn , Tu nga r rectifier,
com plet e, in st a lled , $1 50. .
CLINTON R.
\-VJlI TE, 222 \\1. K INZ I E ST. , CHICAGO.

The ultimate in value_

M a tch«: s tQe above in size and construction. The greatest
Amplihe r \/a lu e on the mark et. Price $20.00.

~.y;~~I~;~" Af~~-"
A~i~

RADIO DIVISION

!Il!:!:ality '1{adio exclusi'l'ely
Bona Fide Jobbers - If o ur sa lesm l! ll
h av e n o t r e a c h e d ' y o u with o u r
pro pOSitio n, w rit e o r w ire fo r it today,

"Radio Topics" New
Feature

TELEPHONE MAINTENANCE CO.
20 S. Wells Street

Dept_ C

Chicago, Illinois

Cheaper than making your own

HE National Broadcasting
schedule which is being
prepared by RADIO
TOPICS will be included as a
supplement of the MAY issue,
as the printers were unable to
complete it for this issue.

Detector and two-step audio-frequency
amplifier unit, completely w ired as illustt-ated, $24.75. Supply is limited.

T

This special feature will be an
invaluable aid to radio fans
throughout the country. Look
for it.

Tel!rlaco Type B·A Two Stage
.
A : F. Amplifier

$25

-

Telegraph or mail order today.
~

Mli)n~ Z--- ~C

__. a__
N_OT__'_~_C_
. _____~

Dept. R

SUMMIT, ILLINOIS

Say you saw it in "Radio Topics" when writing to advertisers.
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TELEPHONE vs.
RADIOPHONE

.,

Liunl<d
und,r
A rms/rang
U. S . P al·

,n/ No .

1,113,149
and ,,,nd·
ing 1,lIers

( Continued from page 20)

without interfer en ce, it will be
necessary to regulate the service
in s uch a way as to assure the
public sat isfactory results. Limitations in the numb er of transmitting st ations will naturally
come, for talented performers
are scarce and the best will have
little incentive to perform In a
babel of int erference an d to a
divided radio aud ience.

of tllt~'1t

No. 807,388

The BENWOOD
CW Transmitter
Simple, compact, upto-the-minute construction-incorporating all
the improvements made
possible by our years
of experimenting, AND
IT GETS RESULTS'

1500 Miles With CW!

May Be Exten ded
Radio receiving stations may
b e extended indefinitely in number w ithout effecting the quality
of service and such expansion
in the great radio audience will
m ake it worth while to broadcast
the best 'of programs.

1100 Miles Voice!

I have made an attempt, by
contrast ing the two methods of
telephony and the tw o ty pes of
service, to show you t he necessity
or organizing and controlling
radio transmission. It is unfortunate that the existing laws a re
so far 'O u t of date a nd there is
now no mea ns of r egqlat ing t he
uneconomic, unnecessary, and
senseless interfer en ce caused by
so m any broadcasting stations, to
w hich no one w ishes to list en,
a nd individual commu nications
by both radio telephone and telegraph.

Music Heard 40 Feet From PhtiJle·s by
Stations in 300 to 400 Miles Radius
are actual results obtained by our testing station WEB u sing the Benwood
T HESE
CW Transm itter shown herewith Yeu can get just a s good results with it. This highclass set is j us t the thin g for your broadcast ing and .D X wor k-using CW, I CW. Modulated B uzzer Or Voice T r ansmission. An ideal set fo r th e local radio club o r t he mOre
progressive am ateu r. Think of t he r ange t his set 'will give you! If centrally located,
you will be heard in almost ev ery 'state in the Union. I t is m anufactu red e"clusively by
and for the Benwood Co. an d combin es t he best in material. wo rkmanship and design.

Radiates 1% to 3 Amps on Average Antenna
W e guarantee that this outfit will radiate 1Y, amperes on the average a mateur an·
tenna. It will radiat e 2 to 3 amperes when u sed with an antenna whose fund amental wave
length is 225 to 275 meters. T hat is why you can get such wonderful results. The set
comes to you completely assemb led with all parts mounted on panel. as shown, and com·
pletely wired. You can start sending as soon as you attach to antenna and ground. The
outfit is complete wi th motor generator minus tubes, and consist. of the following : Panel
12xI8x3-16, angle supports, hardwood base, 3 t ube sockets, 1 power rheostat, 1 SO-watt
filament trans., 1 modulation trans., 1 CW inductance, 1 hand transmitter, 1 0·3 Radiation
meter, 1 0-500 milliammeter, 1 21 plate condenser, 1 43 plate condenser, 1 tapped condenser, 1 L300 choke coil, 1 2,000 volt filter condenser, 1 10,000 ohm grid leak, plug and
jack co nnect ion for microphone buzzer and CW, 1 600 volt 220 watt m otor-generator.
Boxed for shipment, $350.00 f. o. b. St. Louis, Mo.
CATALO G: Send 10c in st amps
D E ALERS : We manufactu re a complete line of
for t he Benw ood catalog and price
radio apparatus. We have stock on hand and
list, also complete catalo g and price
ready t o ship. W rite or wire for o ur attractive
list of D eForest r adio eq ui pment.
proposition. New price list just issued.

luIS

ST. LOUIS,

OLIVE STREET

FOR SALE

)

A REAL TREAT

FOR SALE

1-0 to 300 Jewell milliamperemeter, $4.00; 1-0 t o 500 Jewell
milliamperemeter, $4.00; 1-0 to 5 Jew ell Radiation Ammeter,
$7.00 ; 1 Radio Corporation Inductance, $7.50 ; 2 .0015 DeForest
Variable Transmitting Condensers, $8.00 each; 6 W . E. Sockets,
75c each; 2-5 watt transmitting tubes U V 202, $4.00 each ; 1 filament transformer 8-10-12 volt taps (home-made) , $2.50; 2 choke
coils (home-made), $5.00 for two ; 1 Joy-Kelsey Microphone,
$3.00 ; 1 W . E. Modulation Transformer, $3.00; 1 Boston Key
$4.00.
Above can be had all mounted on panel for $85.00. The only
thing necessary for immediate operation of set is motor-generator
or C. W . transformer A. C. Or wil~ sell individual parts.
Address Box X B, Radio Topics, Oak Park, Ill.

www.americanradiohistory.com

The American pub li c w ill be
satisfied only w ith good programs and good r eception. Good
programs w ill com e only w hen
broadcasting is done by a few
favorably located, hig h class,
h igh power station s. Goo d reception is possible if ou r law makers
will allow the separatio n of
broadca sting wave b ands and
w ill hush th e individual who to. day ruins the entertainments of
thousands by th e operation of an
antiquated or improperly adju st ed telegraph apparatus.

I

You r co-operat ion is needed to
imp rove broadcasting cond itions.
The tastes, trou bles and desir es
of the p ublic must be made
k nown to t hose w ho broadcast, to
your local radio inspector, and to
your Congressional r epresentative.
All of these are a nxious to
solve t he rad io problems in s uch
a w ay that you w ill b e g iven the
b est of local and long distance
service.
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As Noiseless and Sm.ooth·
as a · Bird Thru the Air
([ Gone are the scratching
and noises as you vary the
current to your tubes.
([ Can you imagine anything more perfect and
smooth in operation than
a resistance wire passing
through a well of mercury?
([ Then there is another
wire which gives a vernier
adjustment.

([ No need to turn back
the rheostat to shut off the
tube; just a touch of the
fingers and a bearing
switch throws it in or out.
([ There is also a Gollos
Potentiometer on the same
principle.
([ They come ready for
panel mounting and template furnished. A Gollos
Mercury Rheostat sent
postpaid for only ________$2.00

Dealers ~ Desired

GOLLOS DEVICES,
II

Not Inc.

Perfect Noiseless Rheostats I I

118 N. La Salle Street
Suite 704

CHICAGO

_ _ _~The Gallas Mercury Rheostat

Say you saw it in "Radio Topics" when writing to advertilen.
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Rechargeable Batt ery
Harsha uSup~r B" batteries a!"e made ~n
24 and 48 volt types. Battenes contato
no separators; this gives freer electrolytic action and a more. e~en flow <;>f current. Special 'eating ehn~.lnates ac~? and
volt leakage. Harsha Super A J.>atteries are of highest grad~ constr'!ctlOn .
Harsha serrated plates gIve as hlg.h as
500/0 greater capacity .per square ~nch.
Cases in mahogany fimsh and Rub- rex.

'Hickok Transformers
nadlo and Audio FreQuene,
formers. HIghest Quallty tha.t
.produced. Sealed and sold on
anteed perrormance basia.
Radio Frequency. Alr Core.

Tr8lu can be
a ruar -

abtelded
type. List • . . • _• •.•• _•• . .• • ••. $7.00
AudiO Ji'requeucy, perfectly IIble lclN1 .
will not howl. L lst. •••.•.•••.• $5.50

Victory Variomeler
Bakelite, with molded rotor,
sprin g loaded brush cont actl ;
w ill not produce noise; material an d workman ship of the
highest grade. LisL____ $5 .50

Victory 180 Variocoupler
0

Single and three circuit
types.
Most rigid coupler
of this t ype on t he ma rke t.
Mechanical parts reprelen t
the last word in design and
wo rkmanship. List___ $S.25

FeU· Kimmel CClDdenser
The most accurately built , ari ahte
condent:lcr on the market. P late.
are closo and 'eQually spaced. An
essential requirement In preo1slon
apparatus. Very rl aid in con.truc·
tion. Vemter live. unusually .harr
tuning without usual noise. Made
In three, eleven. twenty· three and
torty-three
plates.
Forty-three plate. LIst • •••.... $4. 40

-Vernier extra .....•........ . , .$2.00

France BlI.l tery Charger
..1 \'tbrntlng charger conta in In.

no metal contacts. Gins "J.."
battery
the
!amou.
taper

charge. starts at 15. 1lnlshes at
three amperes.
LIst .....•. . • • .•...... $U.Oo
Same type tor "B
batterlt'l,
Will cha rge 120 volt battery
from 110 volt light sorkct.
List ........ _.. . .......•. $5.00
Both combined in stna:le unit.
LIst ..•...•• • •••. _•••• . $20.00
H

"A" & "B" Battery Tester
Only Instrument at ttl kind. W1l1 , 1,11 cessfulh' test any tYP8 atora le ba ttery.
F loat w1l1 not stick and h extremelY accurate. Ltst ...................... $1.00

Our parts and units contain the
h ighest grade mater ial poslible.
Each part is especially designed
and constructed by experts, and
has a guaran tee of perfonnance.
Each part and unit beautifully finished .

DEALERS AND
DISTRIBUTORS WANTED
Some territory now open,
Writ e for catalog and discounts.

C. W. HOWE &

CO.

21 E a s t Van Bu re n St ree t, Chicago

I

( Co ntinued fr om Page 22)

ki lowatt-hour you can figure the actual
dollars and cents you spend on your line
loss alone. A kilo-watt is 1,000 watts.
'vVe have here a loss of 186.56 watts or
0.18656 kilo-watt. For one hour of operation of this motor we can calculate
the expense not only of the motor's useful power, but also of the line loss
power.
First, let us take the cost of useful
motor power. The 5 H . P. machine drew
from the line 4,662.5 watts or 4.6625 kilowatts. If the rate is 5 cents per kilowatt-hour and the motor runs at full
load, every hour of running will mean
an expense of 23 cents.
We find this by mUltiplying the kilowatts by the number of hours by the rate
per kilo-watt-hour. If you operate for
len hours per day for 300 days per year,
this one motor will cost you close to
$700. But this is not all. Here we only
considered the motor itself. Remember
that the line running to the motor is not
100 per cent efficient. 'vVe lost some
power in it. J;.:et ·us see how this works
out.
We lost 4.4 volts in the line in overcoming the 0.1037 ohm. We had a current of 42.4 amperes flowing in the line
when the motor was running on full
load. Then the watts lost in the line
being equal to volts times amperes is
186.56 watts. This represents some more
money. At the same rate of 5 cents per
kilo-watt-ho ur, we have 186.56 watts or
0.18656 kilo-watt multiplied by one hour
multiplied by the rate 5 cents. This
equal'S 0.009328 or nearly one cent
money loss per hour every hour the
motor is running at full load and drawing its 42.4 amperes.
If this continues for 10 hours per day
for 300 days per year, we see the yearly
expense of lost power in the line equals
$27.98. This is really considerable loss.
S uppose you had five or six of these
motors all operating like this and each
one costing this amount for line loss
alone, you would soon begin to wonder
what was the matter.

* * *

This condition actually does exist,
however, in many factories and shops
where the electrician is not technically
trained and does not understand the
method of handling such problems.
Money is a big thing in plant operation
and close tab must be kept at all times
on such things as these. Right before
our eyes big financial losses occur beca use of unnecessary resistance of conductors. It all evolves from this idea of
efficiency. A simple illustration is this:
You pour into a bucket exactly one
ga ll on 0 f water; you empty the bucket
and do you get out exactly the same galIon you .poured in? Exactly not! Some
of the gallon sticks to the inside of the
bucket. There is no machine or no
power line which will deliver out the
exact amount of energy it takes in.
Some is lost. What determines this loss?
Simply this-efficiency.
So in our study of electricity we will
dea l constantly with power lines, be they
runn ing to motors, lights, radio apparatus, or anything else. We will always
meet efficiency face to face. Resistance
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is the big thing we must watch in our
electrical work Small wires use up voltage. If we increase the size of our conductors a trifle we would get greater results from our circuits.
In the above problem, if we had wired
this 5 H. P. motor with a slightly larger
wire, the No. 5 Brown & Sharp, we
would have saved some of the voltage
drop in the line, consequently saving
money. The writer is giving you the
problem of determining this amount.
Think over this article very carefully
and see if you can connect its idea up '
with your radio station. You may often
wonder why your transform er output
is not what it is supposed to be. Have
you stopped to consider the distance
yo ur transformer is from the electric
light mains?
Have you stopped to
consider the size wire running to the
primary of your transformer ?
Do you understand why the better
trained electrical or radio man tells you
that your line loss is rather large? To
understand this article in its fullest degree you must read it and reread it;
study it carefully. You- will then thank
the writer for giving you this little bit
of information and starting you in on
one of your first steps into real electrical engineering.
P r oblems
1. R efe rring to the article just discussed, if we would have used the No.5
Brown & Sharp wire instead of the
No. 7, what would have been the following r esults for the 5 H. P. motor installation, yearly cost of lost energy on the
'line a lone, assuming the 5-cent rate;
also, what would have been the necessary switchboard voltage in order that
the motor could have .received its 110
volts exactly? Show all your figures.
2. T he transformer in your radio station is 150 feet from the electric light
company mains. These mains carry a
pressure of 110 volts exactly. When you
press your sending key the ammeter in
the primary circuit to your transformer
reads 8 amperes. The line leading from
the light mains to your transformer is
No. 14 Brown & Sharp wire, the crosssectional area of this size wire being
4107 C. M. Since the mains are carrying a pressu re of 110 volts, and your
breach line into your transformer is No.
14 wire, what actual voltage will you
lose in the line to your transformer ?
What voltage will your transformer
rec eive? How can you increase the
vo ltage input into your transformer ?
Use the method given in this article .
3. State exactly. in your own words,
just what you understan d by voltage
drop. A lso explain the difference between useful energy and lost energy.
How can these factors. be remedied and
how wou ld you go about it if you were
an expert electrical man?
4. A motor is rated at 15 H. P. It
operates on 220 volts and draw s 60 amperes. Calculate its efficiency. How much
wou ld it cost to run this motor for one
hour if the rate is 8 cents per kilo-watthour?
5. If we have a motor which is said
to be extremely inefficient, what probable
causes would you give for this inefficiency? N arne everything you can
think of which will lower the efficiency
. of this motor.
Start to work out these problems and
send your answers to RADIO ToPICS, Oak
Park, Il l., at once.
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CROSLEY MODEL X
Thi s Crosley Model-costing only $55-is
pro bably the most complete and satisfactory receiving set on the market today.
Owners of the Crosley Model X have
~uned in with practically every broadcastmg station in the United States, hearing
the selections clear and distinctly.
The feat ure of the Model X success is the
one stage of Crosley Tuned Radio FI-equency Amplification before the detector.
By means of this, the incoming sounds,
even from remote stations, are amplified
many t imes before they reach the detector.
Other popular Crosley Models are No_ VI,
a two tube set at $28 and No. VIII, a
three tube set at $48.

~
BETTER-C OSTS LESS

RADIO
W "ile f or complete cata log.

CROSLEY MANUFACTURING CO.
423 Alf red St.

,
Kellog V-T Socket
the durable socket
Kelloe molded lamp
sockets lit all .tandard
four prone based vacuum
tubes. Extra heavy solid

75c ea.

~a~eu :-16Ge~~~:s

'::;:;

.., prings with rounded ends 6rm.ly held in
position in deep groove.. cannot touch
mounting surface. Double end nickel plated
binding posts. Connections can be made

under the socket as well as above. A practically indestructible construction.
75c
each, postpaid.
COMPLETE RADIO EQUIPMENT
The item above is merely a sample of
the excellent line of radio equipment that
is handled by the Apex Radio Company,
I nc. All orden for sockets or other .tandud equipment will be filled the clay received. Send two cent .tamp. for our aew
price bulletin.

APEX RADIO CO., INC.
6914 S. Halsted St.
Chlcaeo, IlL

[ offer a comprehensive, experienced .
efficient service for his prompt, legal
protection and the development of
his proposition.
Send sketch of model and descrip.
tion, for advice as to cost, search
through prior United States patents,
etc. Preliminary advice gladly furnished without charge.
My experience and familiarity with
variou s arts frequently enable me
to accurately advise clients as to
pl-obable patentability before · they
go to, any expense.

Booklet of valuable informa·
tion and form f or properl" dis·
closing "our 'idea free on request. Write toda".

Richard B. OVien, Patent Lawyer
81 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.
2278-M Woolworth Bldg., N.Y.City

RADIO TOPICS
HO\tV AND WHY OF
BROADCASTING
(Continued from page 16)

some well meaning but badly informed possessor of a radio set adj usts his set so that he gets a musical note in his head telephoTle, not
only will this note be audible to the
innocent novice, but it will be heard
by everyone listening to the Concert. All users of regenerative
sets should carefully bea r this fact
in mind and the next time that his
receiver "squeals, howls or sings,"
he should immediately adjust the
tickler knob t oward the minimum
point until the noise stops.
Tuning Is Critical
When a regenerative receiver is
properly used, the tuning will be
found to be much more critical and
it will be found that undesired stations can be tuned out with surprising precision.
vVhen using a vacuum tube receiver, efficiei1t coils and cundensers are essential. Tuning coils
with sliders are most unsatisfactorv
for this purpose and tapped coil~,
honey comb and duo-Iatteral coils
are to be preferred for the longer
wave lengths whereas variometers,
vario-couplers and spider web
coils are very popular for the
shorter waves. Paper condensers
should in no case be used in circuits in w hich flow radio-frequency currents. Only the convential movable plate conden se r
or 1TIlCa condensers should be
used.
When using loud speakers audiofrequency amplification is essential. It is also serviceable in bringing in weak stations that cannot be"
heard without its assistance.
Radio-frequency amplification is
used to make audible station s that
could not otherwise be heard. The
volume available fr om a radio-frequency amplifier is limited and
audio-frequency amplification is
necessary if a loud speaker is to be
used.
Amplifiers
For broadcast reception a radiofrequency amplifier without distortion is of premier , importance.
Amplifying transformers that will
give the same amplification at all
of the voice and musical frequencies used must be used. Generally
this necessitates the use of moderate turn ratios such as 4 or 5 to one,
with consequent sacrifice of amplification. However, quality is more
to be desi red than volume, and so
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The New BURGESS

Radio Atlas
of the World
HROUGH tl ~e air comes a
signal! Who's calling?
Where is he located? Can
YO'.l mentally put your finger
on the spot?

T

The new Burgess Radio Atlas
lists every broadcasting station in the world and contains
three big double page maps,
13 x 16 inches in size, showing-(l) The United States;
(2) Canada; (3) The World.

lOc Brings It
Send us ten cents and your
dealer's name and we will send
you this big 16-page atlas containing the three big maps
showing by red dots the location of all towns with broadcasting stations. Contains two
lists of all stations, alphabetically and by towns, together
with wave lengths and names
of owners. Maps show time
divisions and radio districts.
All new countries correctly
shown and named. Single page
map shows U. S. Army and
Navy Stations. Many other
descriptive facts and data too
numerous to mention.
Every radio operator needs
one of these Burgess complete
Atlases. First edition is limited. Send your order today
and don 't fail to mention your
dealer's name.

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
Dept. 55

Madison, Wi •.

In Canada: BURGESS BATTERIES, Ltd.
Winnipeg. iorouto, Montreal

BURGESS

RADIO BATTERIES
"ASK ANY RADIO
ENGINEER"
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Radio Frequency Ammeters

T y pe 127-A

Type 127-B

HOT WIRE AMMETERS
All transmitting set s , and co ntinuous wave sets in particular, require amn:teters to obtain
the best results. You cannot d epend on the other feUow's ear. The circuits from input
to output must be adjusted by ammeters.
The hot wire ammeter is the universal meter for this service. It is adapted for d irect
current, low frequency alternating current and for radio frequency. It can be checke d at
any time on direct current and will be equaUy accurate on radio frequency. As this
action depe,\ds on the fundamental I'-R law, it always measures actual effective amperes.
We recommend for this service our Type 127 hot wire ammeter. This meter employs a
platinum expansion cl ement and is ru gged and reliable. The diameter is three inches and
this meter is made in front-of-panel and flush-mounting models. It is supplied in a
variety of convenient ran ges. The price is also right.

..

Price $7.75

SEND FOR FREE RADIO BULLETIN 914-T

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE AND WINDSOR STREET

CAMBRIDGE 39

MASSACHUSETTS

Do n ot c onfuse the produc ts o f the GENE RAL RAD I O CO. with those of other concerns u sing th e wo r ds "Gen eral Rad io. " The Gen eral R adio Co. h as been m an u fa c turing
ra di o a nd sci entific instru m en ts for many years. It h as no a ffiliati on w ith any o ther
compa n y.

This radio game is just as m u ch fun a t ou r end a s it is at
yours. Th ere' s gen u ine satisfaction in kn owing that our
radio parts and radio sets will "deliver the goods" t o some
eager experimenter, or unfailing ly convey a message of in ternational import ance t o the ear of 'a wait in g world.
A t the S I GNAL p lan t w e never forget that if we sc rimp
on materi a l or slight our work, then someone w ill surel y b e
disappo inted, a nd perh aps a d espa iring call for h elp ' m a y b e
made in vai n .
So it is our JOY t o perfo r m each operation, little or bi" with the
utmo~t

of conscientious precl.sion, lmowing, thus. that no l ife can

e\'rta~fo c~g~~;~e~~a~~~r~~ec~~~e ~!~~~ aJfG~al1s:

may safely' be

SI GN AL Tub e B as.
WO-II Tu bes

the transformer of a' moderate turn
ratio is considered the best compromise.
Care must be used that the output wiring of the amplifier is not
brought too close to the detector
tube wiring or the amplifier will
"howl."
Th e builders of radio-frequency
amplifiers must expect to have to
experiment somewhat to get the results they hoped for. At such high
frequencies the current does not
necessarily hold to the wire, but
will pass from wire to wire by condenser action on the least provocation. Radio-frequency transformers therefore must be carefully
shielded and much care must be
exercised in seeing that the position of the wires is such as to prevent currents getting where they
a re not desired. A potentiometer
is essential to the successful operation of a radio-frequency amplifier.
To sum up, properly constructed
and installed radio receivers will
operate satisfactorily if they are
understood and if too much is not
expected of them. Like any device made by man, they have their
limitations, and they operate according to certain laws,.. and when
these limitations and laws are properly understood, they will give satisfaction.

for

Adapted for buildin g
receiving sets u sing a
single dry cell for fIlament excitation. Does
away with t he t roublesome 6 volt storage
ba ttery but retains the
efficiency of the 6 \'olt
tube.
insulated
for
tabl e mountina ;
screw
provid ed
for
pallel mounting.

Leas

depended Ulion (or good, honest sen'ice.

Factory and General Offices
1901 BROADWAY, MENOMINEE, MICH.

(~ 10IA)

Atlan ta. B oston. Cleveland . Chica go. Mlnneavolis. Montreal.
New York. Pitt sburgh . St. L ollis. San Francisco. Toronto.
You'll flnd our local address in your Telephone Directory.

I nfo r mation Coupon
Sign a l Electric Mfg. Co.,
1901 Broadway,
Menominee. Mich.
Please send
catalol
and
literature giving
c o m pI e t e information
about SIGNAL
Radio
equipment to name and
address written in mar-

gin.

Say y ou saw it in "Rad io T opics" wh en w r iting to adverti sers.
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The crystal detector acts as a check
valve, allowing current to flow
through in one direction only. (Courtesy of W. W. Hodkinson Film Corp.,
from "The Mystery Box" Film.)
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N ev·,r York Has Radio
Show
HE third annual convention
of Executive Radio Council
of the Second District which
was held at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York City, March 1-3,
was another success of the radio
amateurs.
The exhibitors had an interesting and instructive display and
some of them eclipsed anything
ever seen at any radio show.
There were many new features
never before seen at a radio show,
among these being a particularly
fine transmitting set. This set is
something special in the line of
transmitters and was used occasionally throughout the show for
demonstration. There were more
than thirty aerials strung up to
the large sign on the roof of the
hotel.
Interest ran high around the
exhibition bOQths of the radio
clubs, of which there were seventeen, coming from all sections of
the m etropolitan area.
The convention closed March 3,
ending with the third annual banquet at the Hotel Pennsylvania.
The manufacturers' exhibits included the following well known
firm s : Jones Radio Corp., Eisemann Magneto Corp., Westinghouse Union Battery, Exide, Radio Corporation of America, B. H.
Price
Co., . Advance
Metal
Stamping Co., General Radio Co.,
Acme Apparatus, Wm. J. Murdock, Jefferson Transformer Co.,
P . M. Dreyfuss Co., . American
Radio Relay League, F. A. D.
Andrea, Experimenters Information Service, Federal Tel. and
Tel. Co., Diamond State Fibre
Co., A. H. Grebe & Co., DeForest
Tel. and Tel. Co., Marko Storage
Battery Co., The Bristol Co.,
J ewell Electrical Instrument Co.,
Adams Morgan Co., Novo B. Batteries, Cardwell Mfg. Co.

T

By

RA DI O J O E

ONDITIONS instead of bettering themselves are presenting
new argum ents in protest of the
amateur, and he in turn is beginning
to leave the' radio field with a big
bang, according to the latest reports
from the Ninth District Inspector's
office, which shows an exodus of nearly 500 cancellation of station licenses.
Among these are some of the old
two-letter calls. We wonder when
the bargain day will commence and
how many of the local boys will be
radio insp ectors in order to walk out
with one of the s e two-letter calls.

C

* * *

LIFE'S MYSTERIES-We read in
th e ads of a d aily pap er tha t Cunningham or R adioson det ector, tubular, "fully guaranteed 9 :30 to 10:30
.a. m ." We wonder what th es e tubes
do at any other time, or wh ether they
a re an infrin gem e nt on th e present
d a te tubes. As far as w e ca n r emember, w e fi g ured that Radios on tubes
have been extinct since 191 5. Als o in
sam e paper" "Magnavox , tod ay sp ecial,
$24.95." Are th ese of sa m e cat egory
as those sellin g for $45?
.

* * *

Now that we have had a dose of
th e " silent night" in Chicag o and have
had t he pros an d con s on this qu estio n, som ebody st eps to th e front and
admits that it was a ll wron g, and is
t rying to forc e a n ew on e on us, th e
"s tagge rin g hour," for broadcasting.
L ooks like another case of Watson
ge t the n eedle ; we have s omething
but do no t know how to use it.

* * *

The qu estion a ri s es, Why ca n I get
a b ett er radiation with two nve-watt
bottl es and get nothin g from two
fifty bottl es? A sk the makers of
th ese tubes if they have in a nyway
hurt th e working qualities of th eir
produ ct beforl1. shipment.

* * *

Eve rybody wants to know who
"Radio Jo e" is. He is, and he isn't.

* * *

Well, finally something is started.
Haste m a kes waste. Log wood has
ente red into a suit against the Radio
Corporation of America, seeking information on how they got the superre generative patents. Logwood claims
first entry for patent.
Preference
shown again.

* * *

Radio Traffic Association, please
give us your address and names of
your officers that a line can be had
from you in reference to what you
are doing. What do you say, Tommy?

* * *

T OPICS

LIFE'S INQUIRIES-M, B. West
and his pet, "the Zenith receiver?"
We wonder what he is going to tell
us next, that is wrong with our radi o
receiving sets.

Becau se of the a stonishing number of requests for Chi·Rad's
latest
Handbook-Catalog, we
are forced from this date on to
make a small wrapping and

r

mailing charge.

In this Chi-Rad Handbook are
48 pages of valuable information for every radio fan . It includes the following:
1. Technical discussions of
standard radio apparatus and
equipment.
2. Complete instructions, in-

cluding diagrams, circuits,
and illustrations on "How to
Build a Reinartz Receiver."
3. Radio definitions, codes,
wire tables, etc.

Just wrap a dime up in this ad
and mail it to us today. Requests for books will be filled
in the order in which we re-

ceive them.

415 S. Dearborn St.

Public Sales
We Have Purchased

122,000 Pair
u.

S. ARMY MUNSON LAST
SHOES

Sizes SYz to 12, which was the
entire surplus stock of one of the
largest U. S .. Government shoe
contractors.
This shoe is guaranteed one hundred per
cent solid leather, color dark tan, bellows
tongue, dirt and waterproof. The actual
value of this shoe is $6.00. Owing to this
tremendous buy we can offer s ame to the
public at $2.95.
Send correct size. Pay postman on delivery or send money order.

National Bay State
Shoe Company
296 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

WANTED
Cash for Old Gold, Platinum, Silver, Diamonds, Liberty Bonds, War; Thrift, Unused
P ost age Stamps, False T eet h, Magneto P oints,
J ebs, Any V aluables. Mail in t oday. Cash
sent, return mail. Goo ds returned in ten days
if you're n ot , satisfied. Ohio Smelting Ce.,
33 6 Hippodrome B ldg., Cleveland, O hio.

RADI 0 "HITS" Big Complete List
IF WINTER COMES, IN BLUEBIRD LANO. TROT AlONG, ETC.

P iano, Orch., Band. Sa x. Music. FREE CAT .
- - 01"der f rom the Man Y ou K now - -

W iLL ROSSITER, 3 J W . Lake St., Oucago.

Say you saw it in "Radio Topics" when writing to advertisers.
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If shoes are

not as represented we will cheerfully refund your money promptly upon request.

Radio Helps Shorthand
Students
Every day brings to light another
use for radio broadcasting. It is now
revealed that studen ts of shorthand
and typewriting are picking up addresses out of the ether to increase
their speed at the typewriter or in
writing shorthand symbols of the
speaker's words. Those who have
had to rely upon the patience of a
member of the family or a friend to
read to them while they dashed down
the dots, dashes and curves, can appreciate the advantage of radio dictation.

Chicago
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New WDll and No. 199
Tube Sockets

Catalogue

FREE

One copy of th is complete Ca talog ue of
Hadio Outfits, parts, Dictionary of Radio
T erms, Instruction Hook, and Guid e to
Successful Radio Wo rk - one cop y is
yours Free.
Simply write us a post card and we
will mail th e complete book to you Free,
by return mail.
It quotes th e lowest prices, amazingly low prices on everythin g for th e
expert and th e amateur. Every improved part, the most up-to-date outfit s, everything that is needed of the
most modern type - at the lowest
possible prices.
It gives a .Ii st of bro ad cas ting s ta t io ns, a nd
gi ves mu ch ~ hfor mati o n abo ut r adi o co ns tru cti o n a nd ope ration . E ver y on e interes t ed in
Radi o n eed s thi s complet e cata log ue a nd book.
o f instru cti o n.

I.!!~!~=--..'ll Why

Pay Higher Prices?

Montgo m er y Ward & C o. ha s for fift y ye ars d ealt on a
Mon ey-Back basis, ab solutel y g U3i"antee ing e ver y thing
t hey sell.
With Quality ab so lutel y a ss ured, w h y pa y
hi g her prices elsewhere ? Write toda y for thi s Free Radio
Boo k and see for yourself th e Sa v in g it wi ll bring you .
One cop y is y ours Free . Yo u need onl y write us a post
c arel.

.Write to the house nearest you
ADDRESS DEPT. 3-R

Chicago Kansas C ity St.P.wi Fort Worth Portland,Ore.

.MontgomeryWard fl@.
~TheOldestMail Order House isTodaytheMost Progressive-

The Perasco Kewpie
is the most efficient tube radio receiving set produced. Measures only 6"x
6"x8". All contained in a neat cabinet.
To hear any station within 1,000
miles, just connect your aerial, ground
batter ies and put a tube in the socket.

PERASCO KEWPIE - -

$25

Using WD-II tubes, it works on
one dry cell.
A 2-stage amplifier is made to match
the receiver. It will increase signals a
hundred-fold and work a loud speaker.

PA-III, Z-Stage Amp.,

$40.00

Combination Perasco Kewpie receiver
and 2-stage amplifier - - -...$60,00
(Send for descriptive folder.)

Perry Radio Supply Co,.
Z18 Washington Blvd.
River Forest, Ill.

Ford Runs 57 Miles on Gallon o f.
Gasoline
A new automatic vaporizer and decarbonizer, which in actual test has
increased the power and mileage of
Fords from 25 to 50 per cent and at
the same time removes every particle
of carbon from the cylinders, is the
proud achievement of John A. Stransky, 3482 South Main Street, Pukwana, South Dakota. A r emarkable
feature of this simple and in expensive
device is that its action is governed
entirely by the motor. It is slipped
between the carburetor and intake
manifo ld and can be installed by anyone in five minutes without drilling or
tappin g. With it attached, For.d cars
have made from 40 to 57 miles on one
gallon of gasoline.
Mr. Stransky
wants to place a few of these devices
on cars in this territory, and has a
very liberal offer to make to anyone
who is able to handle the business
which i-s sure to be created wherever
this marve lous little device is demonstrated. If you want to t T'y one
entirely at his risk, send him your
name a nd address today.-Adv.
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Probably a great many have wondered why it was that the Radio Corporation, with its exclusive control of
the manufacture of vacuum tubes,
have seen fit to change the types and
sizes of their bases.
This question was put to one of
their r epresent a tives recently, who
made the following explanation:
There have been no chan ges made
in tube design without a real reason
for changing. The size of th e W. D.
11 tube lends itself to a smaller base.
The variation in the s ize of the prongs
and peculiar location insure the tube
being placed in the socket with the
proper conn ections and prevent its
b eing burned out by being placed in
a socket of sets using q 6-volt battery.
The same r eason for chan g in g the
size of the base also applies to the
new G. E. 199 tube that works from
tw o dry cells. Howeve r, the most int eresting change for added efficiency
is in the changing of the pla te and
g rid terminals.
In the regular 6-volt tube Nos. 200,
201 and 201-A, the plate and g rid terminals are side by ~ ide. In the Westinghous e W. D . II tube and General
Electric Company' s No. 199 tube, the
plate and grid terminals, or prongs,
a re opposite each other. This elimination of capacity between th ese two
terminals adds a great deal to the effi ciency of these ·tubes. To g et the
full benefit of this efficien cy it is
advisable to use sockets designed
especially for this tube. Some' manufacturers have simply made over th e
mold for their regular sockets necessitating making the changing of connections underneath. To do this they
must run close to each other, and this
restores the capacity effect to a serious degr ee. This same objection is
also found in all adapters, as it is
necessary for the connection to cross
over a nd run in clo se proximity to
each oth er.
The Na-ald socket, design ed and
sold by the Ald en Mfg. Company,
Springfield, Mass., is desi g ned especially for this tub e, avoidin g the fault
just mentioned and combinin g a contact of exceptional m erit. The NaaId contact has a wipin g a ction so
made that it will t ake care of all variation in tube prongs and at the same
time exert a press ure that holds the
tube firmly in th e s ocket. The conventional socket d esign, however, has
only a pressing contact of small area
against the ends of the tube terminals,
although the Electrical Engineer in
designin g a snap switch or any other
electrical contractin g device, would insist on a wipin g contact. A dual
wiping contact is also provided in
the Na-ald No. 400 De Luxe socket
for Nos. 200, 201 and 201-A tubes.
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OTHERS MAY FOLLOW
~ NONESHALLLEAD~

Radio Topics
The Greatest

a Year Radio Publication
in the Country

$2.00

THE MOST LIBERAL OFFER OF THEM ALL
.
.
A STATES RADIO CORPORATION
CRYSTAL SET FREE

Your opportunity to get
this Super Crystal Set '
With But Little Effort

THREE one-year subscriptions or one three-year
subscription $6.00.
FOUR one-year subscriptions or one four-year
subscription includes head phone $8.00.

A CRYSTAL SET '
A ·CRYSTAL SET
A CRYSTAL SET

FREE

Radio Topics-1112 North Boulevard, Oak Park 111.
Inclosed find six dollars in payment of the following three one-year subscriptions, for which I am
to be sent one crystal set, or $8.00 for four one-year subscriptions, which includes head phone-.

4

r

NAME ................................................

NAME ................................................

NAME .............................................. ..

ADDRESS ........................................

ADDRESS ......................................._

ADDRESS ....................................... .

CITy..................................................

CITy.... .............................................

CITy ............................................... ..

STATE ............................................. _

STATE ...............................................

STATE ............................................ ..
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A MICROMETER RHEOSTAT
I

NOW READY, OUR NEW
25 OHM RHEOSTATS

As implied by the name, this new Rheostat is
provided with a POSITIVE and EXTREMELY
SENSITIVE CONTROL.

HOWARD MICROMETER
RHEOSTAT

By' its use " gas tubes" may be operated at the
peak of the receiving efficiency.
The desired · control is obtained by turning the
SINGLE KNOB through less than ONE complete
turn.
THINK OF IT! ANY FRACTION of the reo
sistance contained in a wire EIGHTY INCHES
LONG may be inserted in the circuit by operating
the SINGLE KNOB through LESS THAN A
COMPLETE TURN.
Also, duplicate settings can be made at any
time, without difficulty.
SPECIFICATIONS
Res istance-zero to approximately seven ohms.
Current carrying capacity 1 % amperes.
Temperature co-efficient practically zero.
Base and knob-special heat resistin g composition.
PRICE $1.50
Price inclu ding

special

dial

described below,

$1.75
Suitable for use with 201·A or 301·A
Quarter Ampere VACUUM TUBES.
PRICE $1.10

MICROMETER
ATTACHMENT
(Patent
Pending). The micrometer attachment described
in connection w ith the above rheostat has been
so designed that it can be placed on any regular
Howard rheos tat in about one minute's time. Price
for attachment only 50 cents.

Patent Pending

Special MICROMETER RHEOSTAT DIAL (Patent Pe~'din'g ). We manufacture a special dial for use with micrometer rheostat and
attachments described abuve:
The dial differs from any other rheostat dial on the market. It indicates the position of the contact blades and therefore duplicate
settings on the 1. main as well as the micrometer portions of the rheostat are easily made. Th e dial is grad uated in ohms and fractions of
ohms. Price, d ial only, 25 cents. A sk your dealer to show you samples.
.
MANUFlyCTURED

HO·W ARD RADIO COMPANY
4248 NORTH WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

RADIO PANELS
and other insulation for Wireless Work

·BAKELITE-DILECTO
Grade XX Black was used by the Government during the war for
, this purpose. It is the

STANDARD OF THE WORLD
THE CONTINENTAL FIBRE COMP,A NY
NEWARK, DEL.
New York, 233 Broadway.
Pittsburgh, 301 Fifth Ave.
Los Angeles, 411 S. Main St.

Chicae:o. 332 S. Michigan Ave.
San Francisco, 75 Fremont St.
Rochester, N. Y., 85 Plymouth Ave- 8.
Seattle, Wash., 1917 Fint Ave. S.
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Buy at th e R adio Store where they display
thi s sign - " a

distinguishing mark" of

Mitchell Blair Company Proven Products.

Get It All-RIGHT!
Do you know that the effect produced by the finest Radio
Receiving Set you can buy, can be ruined by an inefficient headphone or loud speaker equipment?
You lTIust have purity and clearness of reproduction.
If musical or vocal tones are brought in distorted you cannot
fully enjoy your radio .

The

AtJ~s

Loud Speaker Cannot Be Excelled
For Pure, Sweet, Undistorte'd Tone

Here indeed is the loud speaker deluxe- the one speaker that
you can KNOW is giving you the finest results that.can be brought
in by your receiving set .
There are many loud speakers on the market. But comparative
tests of the most searching and exhaustive nature, have proved
beyond question that in purity of tone the Atlas Loud Speaker
leads them all.
You can notice the difference instantly. With the Atlas all the
distortion, all the confusing metallic echo, all the distracting
mechanical sound is gone- absolutely done away with by the
patented construction of the double composition diaphragm
found only in the Atlas . What you hear is a reproduction of lifelike tone and distinctness .
With the Atlas, you do not need the extra battery, extra tubes
and other costly equipment usually required. Can be used with
power if desired.
This is only one example of the conspicuous excellence
found in all Blairco Radio.

Atlas Loud Speaker
W ill n ot bla s t n o m atter h ow much current is
p assed thro u g h it. Enti rely e liminates tone dis t o rt ion a nd m ech a n ical n o ises . N o lo ud speaker
equa ls it in th e pure , clear and exquisite tones
brought in . S a ti s fa ction gua r a n te ed or money
b ac k .
Price, com ple t e , with sound r e flec ting base a nd
h o rn attach m ent w it h co rd- F.O.B. Chicago $ 25.

See Your 111airCO Dealer Today
Blairco Service, dispensed through leading Radio Dealers, enables you to take full aqvantage of the greater care, better materials
and more scientific engineering built into all radio accessories and
equipment sold under the Bla irco triangular mark of superquality. It enables you to enjoy radio at its best- and at no
additional cost.
If you need additional equipment- if you want to know the
cost of a complete Tube or Crystal Receiving Set, including everything from Aerial t o hea d phones, see your local Blairco dealer.
Get a free estimate on the complete j ob. If you have no local
Blairco dealer, Write U s Now for Folder and Prices.
Radio Dealers ! Bla irco Prod u cts are p iling up sales and satisfi ed cu stome r s fo r
Rad io D eale rs, w h e r eve r sold. A n u nbeatabl e o pport uni ty fo r you , if your territo r y
is s till o p en. Big ad v e r tisi n g ca m pa ign. L ive sales h e)ps. L ib e r a l pro p ositio n.
Write for it QUICK .

Mtc11ell.l1laJr

a

"First With the Best"
1429 So. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
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J11airCO

"FOUR"

~rystal Set

The m os t sensation a l r eceiving se t value ever
o ffered. All n ic k e l steel. Sta nds 9 inches high.
T a k es four se t s of h ead phones. Brings in tones
o f r e m a rk a ble clea rness a nd purity . Price only
$7. 50. C o mplete w ith Aerial. ground wire and
A tlas h ead pho n e- $ 20 .00.

Atlas Head Phones
Onl y hi gh g rad e r eceiver set offered at a
reason a ble price. 22 0 0 o hms. S ensitiveness and
a d a pta b ility s upe ri o r to a ll others. Eliminates
d isag reea ble noises in ea rs. C o mfortable. 5 -ft.
of 'ford . Price-$9.00.

··BUILD YOUR OWN U WITH ··RASCOU PARTS!
HE Radio Specialty Company-"RASCO" for short-now in its third year, i s unquest ionably the most uniqu e radio parts supply house in the Un ited States,
if not in the whole world. This COlTIlpany makes a specialty of very small ord ers. No order is too small to get immediate and prompt attention. Th e reason
is simple: 80% of our orders are sma ll.
The reputation of thi s h o use was huilt upon service. Ask any of your radio acquaintances what th e y think of "RASCQD service, HRASCQ " promptness. Thou.
sands upon thou sands of unso li cited t estimonials ,He in our fi les, to prove that w e serve th e pub lic as it has never b een serv eu in r ad io merchandise before. Be
sure to get our great 68-page catalog, conta inin g ove r 500 different parts. Catalog contains over 300 ill ustrations.

T

Order direct from this page. All goods sent prepaid in 24 hours. We pay all transportation charges.
Money refunded if goods do not satisfy
F
R [QU ENC Y T RAN S FORMERS
I
"R ASC O" BABY DETECTO R
AUDI
O
RHEO STAT WINDINGS
RAD IO F RE Q U EN CY
TRAN S FORME RS

I

No better ~'ran s former on ~ Ha se IS 'O lld black compo 'l'hesc windings, witil the swi lCh
the market. H i ghes t class ~ S1t~01l; moull~ecl Oil same. I S
ann shown below, cOllstitute a
materials.
Impreg nat e d '
I1lckel . h.o.ldcl a nd b1l1dlll g
complete rheostat for th e expcri·
coils. Silicon steel stamp-.
P?~t, \\hlch hold s th ~. tlut.ed
men t(! l".
llesist<'lllce wound 011
flexible bla ck fibre. Carr ies 1%
ings us~d. . Save .50 p~r
~iid~n~u~~ar n~!~~~e;~ Ithp~i:
amperes, resistance 6 ohm s.
~'~~~'scl~~ assem blIn g It ent nickcl detector cup and binding Do st. Pat R-4300. Uh eostat H es istance
R- 1100 A F 'l~ransent cup holds crystal.
.
each .•.. . ................ $.20
former: ratio' 414 to
R· J89B, BabY Detector. With Galena ..... $.50
R-4301. Potenti ometer He1 ................. S2.6S
~ Sist..1I1ce. each ( :!UO ohms) , . . 35
"RASC O"
LUB R ICATED
R-11 50, A.F. Trans~Fi
t~ ';~o~~ WI TH COLLAR
P A N E L SWIT C H
former, ratio 6 1,6 to
1 . . ...
. . ...... 2.65 Our patent sPrin g forlt holds
R- 167S , each . . ............ S. IO
the sw it ch handlc alway s at
a uniform tension. L\ t the
same time it insures best
MA G NET WIRE
No better coils on the market.
con tact poss ibl e. New wip'.roo well know n fOr lengthy des ing contact conrs every JJortion of the switch We list only best QlIa lit i es.
criJ>tion.
Firm impregnation.
"DeC" mC'ln s Double COlton
J>oillt. Double lenl blad es uscd.
Uan J.{c given i s in meters when
"GS" mean s Green
R- 192 1. "Uasco" Switch .. . ....... . .... $.40 e O\'cred.
\'arjed with a .001 Variable ConSi lh:. "EO> stands for EtHlmc!ed.
den ser:
PA N EL S WIT C H LEVER
Th e followin g come on 8-01l1lCC
'ble for this lever not spools:
No.
Turns
Range
posi tive contact. Leg
R -SOOO
25
120- 250
R-SOOI
17 ;;- 450
35
DCC No. 18.
. .. $ .SO
ei!!!!l'-~nOl j She~l~k "io~~c~~;kj)ll~\~~ ~t~~ RR -2500,
R-S002
SO
240- 720
-2S0 I. DCC N o. 20.
.60
sc rew (in which it rotat es) se75
R-S003
390- 910
R- 2502. D ec No. 22.
. 75
Loose
contact
illll)oss
ible.
R -S004
100
500 - 1450
R -2S03. D CC ':0. 2,1.
.8S
R- 200. Switch LC\'er
. . S.30 R-2S04,
R -500S
150
600 - 2000
D CC ]';0. 26.
. 9S
R -S006
200
900- 2500
" RAS CO " NAME PLAT ES
R-2S0S. D e c 1\0. 28.
I. IS
250
R -S007
1200- 3500
'rhe cil'c ular 1}late is our
1. 6S
R-2S06. DCC No. 30.... . . .. ........
R -S008
300
1500- 4500
new .I3indinJ,! Post Nam e
Th e following come 011 'i -O LIllc e ~ D oo I s:
400
R-S009
2000- 5000
Plate. Diameter, %". 'rh ese
R-2S07. CS No. 20.
. .. S .SO
R-SO IO
500
2800- 6100
denominati.ons:
l'HONJ;;8,
R ·2508. GS No. 22 .
.55
R-SO II
600
·1000 - 10000
GROUND. - . OUTPU·l'.
R·2509 . GS No. 2·1.
.60
R-SO I2
750
0000-12000
R-2S I0. OS No. 26. .
.6S
~'\. T !g,T~EyR~:-, L~'{J~
'1000
R-SOI3
7!)OO - l riOOO
MOULD E D DI
R- 2S II . G ~ 1\0.30..
1. 05
R-SO I4
12iiO
97 " 0-19500
Highest g rade made.
SPEAKER. GRID. l~OAU.
R-2S I2. GS 1\0. 32 . .
1.30
1!)00
R-50 15
14500 -26500
black comJ)osition.
"C"HAl.'TERY- .A F.RIAL.
R-2513 GS N o. 80. ..... . ..... . .....
1. 85
INl'C'J', "1\" H..-\T in laid in white en
The followin g come on 8-o unce spools:
C ORD TIP JACK S
TImy +
.. ,," BATTEHY
R- 25 14. E No. 20..
.$ .4S
'%" or 3/ 16" shaft.
Take th e place of bindi ng posts
R-3074. Dial. 2'1,,".
L 0 0 P . T ICKLF.H.
R- 2S I5. E No. 22.
.SS
........
on in stl'u men ts or pan ei. Cord PLATE. "C" l'Al.'T E RY
R· 3075. Dial. 314" .. . .. . . . 65
R- 2S I6. E No. 24.
.60
tip firmly gr ip pcd by jack. Made
R·307 6. Dial 3~" .. , ..... 8 0
R- 2S f7. ENo.26
.... . .... .....
.65
FIL.On'NT.
of
brass,
hi
gh
ly
nickel-plated
R-2S
I8.
E
N
o.
30..
.70
R- SOOO to 60 19, Bind in g•
and no li shed. Screw to attach Post Name Plates, eacll
.80
R- 2S I9. E No. 32.
FLU T ED I{N OBS
lead wire ~ No sold erin g necessary.
denominat.ion
... $.03
.:.R_-:;.2S:.;2:.;;0,,-,..:E=-:.N:.;'o,,-.-=3.:.6.:.
. :":"':'7;~;-:';';-;:;~":":":":":''-1. 00
Made of best bla ck composition, R- 1500, Cord Tip .Ta rk , each . . .
. . . .. S. IS DaMn
.30
LlTZ WIRE
provided with 8/32" bushing.
Squ are Name Plates
R- 323. equal s !\o. 25 .ll&S, I> cr
Height ]", Diameter ] 1J~".
C ARDBOA R D TUBI NG
Samo denolllinution s a s Ilborc al so thcsc::::i I:;.RIES
foot
. ...
.... .. . ... . $.02
R- 2055 Fluted Knob.
..$. 15
R ·890. eq u.li s No 28 13&S. PCI
1st STEP, 2nd STEt' . ::l l'd STl::P, ~ 1~ CONDARY
Onl y seamless tubing made in
foot
"
..
..
.01
CONDBNSEH. l.'ELEPHONB. SBCONDARY,
Un ited Statcs. Perfectly sea D},·l' I,;CTOR. l.'IlA.'<"; ,\IlT. CHID VARIOR -891 , equals No. 21 B&S. PCI'
soned. Reavy wall. (I.D. - lnMETER,
r.\RALLEL , C O U l'LI1\' G,
P RIside D iameter. O.D. - Ou ts id e
"R ASCO " POSTS
f~~;2:
·~cil~ais"N~."20
R&.S
DCI'
.03
MAllY. LOADING C OlJ~. RECB IVE. ANDiametcl'. J~. -L c n g th).
R-650. Post made entircly of
~
foot ........ . ..... , . .. . . . '.
.04
'l'E1\""NA. PLATE VARIO ,\tTEIl . '" BLANK".
best black comDosition-8/32" ~
RB93,
erluals
No.
14
B&R,
D(>I'
screw-each ., ... . . . .. ... . . $. 08 I
~
~~gg8?: j~':'P.D.~~~,,oO~D.Xx7;,,Lj.j.:::::$ :~g ~~8~l~~iJ6~.NSq~~I~· Nam c l'lates, each .. S.04
Di scolin~~o~f 'ici 'p~r' ~~~i. ' I,; ',100--f~~t · lo·t~ .. I 2
R- 202 , Post has rtiekel-p lated
I
~
R -6602, 3Y.i " 1.D. ,
O.D. x 5" L ..... . 25 . R _~gge~'iNCREASE"CURi-iE~~1';'''{R'igilt) .40
bo:tom part, c~ch .. . . . ...... 08 ....J3_
R -6603. HI" 1.D .•41 4" O.D. x 5" L . . .. . .. .27 R-840 " INCREASE C[jRHENT" (Left)
Dozen. each st)le .. . . , ..... . 9 0 ~
~ : ~~g~:
g:~: ~ ~~~~'L: ::: :~g
Each
. 10
6S0
202
RASCO SWITCH POINT S
MICANITE TUBING
VERNIER
Nickel -platcd and poli shed . The following have
CO NTA I NS 75 VA C U U M TUBE HOOI< Especia l ly suitable for C\V work
8~~V~I~Csl~sed\'~~jl~~ranj~~fi~t
been found the most popu lar.
UP S . 300 ILLU STRATION S
1\oliling better made. Natural
Soft rul.Jb er ring engages
I. 1,4"x~" . 6/32" thread. doz .. _.. . $.35
SOO A RTI C LE S. 68 PA G ES
color.
dial.
Does
away
with
2. a / 16" high. %," d i a. , 6/32 "
R- 250 , lHicanite Tubing ,
vernier conden ser.
We
A ll Armstro ng
4" dia .• 6" lon g ......... $1.2 0 guarantee rcsults.
All meta l parts moulded
~~r~i~'G,?x03i16;': '4~36 'ih~e'a'd,'
:~~
Ci rcu its :
T hese
R-25 1, l\fica nite Tubing,
in best bIl\ek compos ition , Nothing to come
4. %," din,. 1,.8" thick; shank 6/32"
important c ircuit s
6" dia., 6" long ..
. ... t .60 apart. Biggest hit of the sea son.
doz. . ..... . ...... , . . . ... . .... . ...• 40
are
exp lain
R-1 450. Vernier ... . .......
. .... S.30
5, %." dia. , 3/ 16" thi ck; shank 4-36, doz . . 40
clearly. a ll
JAC KS AND P LUG S
~dt'
I~~E:JL
hav in g been
Best material. Onl y Dure si1-~
" RA S CO "
~. 3'}fci'"d~~a~,3Q~"t~~~~~;sf~~~;~{ 44_-~166:
leav in g out
\'cr contacts us ed. Fa cto rY that
CONDEN S ERS
75, Switch StoD %" 10flg. 4 -36 thread. comin g that
plcte with nut, ea ch..
.. .. ........... . 04 makes Postal Teleg ranh jacks makes these. R-5050. Phone Condensers, each .. . ... . ... $.20
puzz le you.
Til i5l is ~:our guarantce.
76, New style Switch Point, to be nressed
R-5056, Grid Conden sers, each . . ... . .. . . . . 20
Ju st to nn
R - tO oo •.Tack. 4-spring:s
R·5059. Grid L eak Condensers, each
.30
few of the
i.
_ . _
doubl e circuit .. . " .... $ .75
~ ~toso?d!'re~jte tta~f~s ;~i~~l fi~~~ ~t" ~~~~~
Tub e
R- 100 I • .Tack. 3-sp l'in gs .BO
CO P PER F OIL
1/16" thick, doz . .. . .... . ..... . . . .. . . . . . . 40
Th e
R- 1002 , Automatic 5 - spr i ng Jack.
1. 00
77. sa mc as abo\'e, but head is lA, " dia . •
.65
x 3/ ]6" thick, doz.
. . . ..... . . 40 R· I 003 , Plu g . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
BUS BAR WIRE
SOCKETTES
Thi s wire i s SQuarc. meas uring 1 /16" by 1 / 16".
~~~~t~t~t~le~~r t:X:~C~~~l V;~~~mS~~b~:
'
Ea sy to sold er as it i s already tinn cd. U sed '''eather res is tin ,l:! ,
1!sed particuGrasp tube fi rmly. Best contact poson n11 up - to-date in struments. Sold in 2-foot larly for cementing covcred wires.
s ible.
Takc less room.
Are better.
l en~ths only.
Co il s covered with thi s cC'mcnt r e R-6400
Bus
Bar
Wire,
p
er
2-foot
l
ength
.
.
S.OS
..
•...nickeled •..
quire 110 form. 'V ires hold together
wave
solely with this cement. .
NON - INDU CTIVE R ES ISTANCE
circuits , 'I-s tage
R- 15S I
Sockettes, ni ckeled. set
R- 1750, Cement. 2-0z.. boWe
radio
frequen cy
Made of sJ}ec ial graPhite~iI!!I!!!!!!!!IJ!
amplifiers ; ..rad io
copper-p lated at th e ends. ~
~~t~ : (~~tt~~c4 \~'I~m~i~n~l~~elloid'i 'Tui}c~
TELEPHONE
and audio froRound rods 1 o/.~" lon g. %," diameter. Resis ·
S
H
ELL
AN
D
CAP
quen
cy
a
mplifier,
tanee accurate within 20 per cent.
For the experim ent~
VAC UU M TUBE FU SES
inductivc ly coupl R · 5300 R es istance 12,000 ohms .. . ... . . . $.65
we li st thi s COIll~ l nSll1 c yom tubes agnillst blO\\
ed alllplilicl';.\ !mstrong slI Perau todyne; radio
R-530 !' R es istance 70,0 00 ohms. ......
.65 position shell anderC<lp.
!\o holes ill shell Whatouts.
fr.eQu ~ncy amp llfi er and crys tal detcctOi' ; COIIIsoever. T<lkcs s tandul'd 278" rliaphl'a g m.
R· 2575. Fusc. 1 ampcre ........ .. .. . ..... S. 15
bll1atlOn V.T. detector onc stagc aIllPl il1 cl' ;
R- 2700. Shell-and- Cap, comp lete ......... S.65
R- 25 76. l"u se, Ph ampere... . .. . . . . ..,. 15 ::.~~~~~~!~!:~:~:!!!~,!~,;~:I,~~~::::~:',::~::I.~:I,:',: Sold ~lR ~ ,~S le~~t~ ~ only
t\\'o st age ra clio frequency amplifier and (lcR-270 1. She ll only
.... . 40
R-257 7, li'lI se, 2 ampere
~ 15
tector \\'it!~ ·fcedbil.l:l, co uJ)lin ~ (regenc l'a t in'):
~~~~~~a R- B032, Bruss Rod ,
&:
'
S/~2"
thrcad,
per
regenerative receIver, us In g s ingl e sp id er
g
web coi l; Arm strong slIpel' - "egenel'ati\' e cil'UN I VE RSAL BEARING
MICA DIA P H RA G MS
A_~
R.6032, Brass ROd,le'6
if;~e·a·d·.· · p~;.$ . OB
l' H E bear i ng tohold \.ariometer ~
cu lt; two sta ge rad io frequency alll]Jlili cr
lcngth ....... • . .............. . ..... . . . . . 06 ~i{:~~~ ~~flls,~)edi~:ll!f!~~ic~l1d il~ l~n/ I~',~~~&'~
and variocouplcr l"Otol'S. Tota l
('ouilled to a t\\"o-('ircuit tuner. II s ing 1\\'0lcngth of ucarin g :21,4". Outs id e shaft, 1 1;.1 " . R- 1425. Brass Rod, plain :tAu round, pel'
sli de tuner regcncrath'e I' ecei\'er; l""O sta gc
diam ete r.
Ex cellent for experimentation i n
Length of thread 1". Leng th of threaded sleeve, length .... _ . . . . .. .. . ... , . . . . . . ..... . .... 10 telephone WOrii.
audio-frequen cy amplifier, lI s in g cl'ystal 01'
1
R-36 16 Brass Rod , plain 3 /16" round,
R-2550 , DiaPhragm, 2 h" .. . . ........ . .. S.20
V.T.; one sta ge mcli o frequency detcc tor
%.".
R-1 375. Bearing
.$.25 pe r " len g th . .... . ....... . . ,. . . .. . . . . . .. . .06 R - 255 I, Diaphragm. 1-13/16" ........... . 15
two stag es auelio-freQ uency with f('(·<.!-hncl{
co uDting to fir st tube; power aml) lifi cr with
loud speaker ; regencratiYe r ecc iver :llld
This business was or iginated with th e sale idea in mind to cater to the rad io amateur who ha s small orders. ALL
one st aJ!e amplifier fol' OX wOi'k; one stagr
OF OUR ORDERS ARE SMALL. THAT IS WHY YOUR SMALL ORDER CAN NEVER BE 'SIDE-TRACKED
radio fre(!lI ency detector with feed-uacl,
BY US. A trial order will make yo u a life customer. Order from the above illustrations. 24-h ou r service guaranteed.
coupling : three stages radio fr equency, two
sta ges aud io-fr eq uency loon r eccption; cl'ys"WE CAN ONLY DISAPPOINT YOU ONCE." Try us with a sac . ord er and make us prove wha t we say. Prices
tnl detector with rectifi cati on; one tubc suinclude de livery to your door.
ncr -regene rative r ecc iver ; short wave regen·
e l'a~i\'e reeeh-er with t""o variocouplers, capac lty-colIP led tuner; trap circllit to eliminate jntcrference ; selective circuit to eliminate interference
The catalog conta i m
Oldest and Original Excl usive
:100 ilu stration s. On l1ecollnt of Hs J!rca 1
Get Our Special ~
cost, it cannot bc distributed free of charge.
Radio Parts House in U.
Mail cd on ly upon receiPt of
Proposition
The best llad io Frcquency
Transformer de\'e loJ)ed so
far. D es i gned for us by
Mr. R. E. LacauIt, Ass ociate Editor of IlADIO
NEWS. For wavelengths of
320 to 42 0 meters. Air
core.
Gua.ranteed to do
the work.
Thi s Transforme r brings In t he long
di stanccs.
R- 2BOO Radio Frequency
Tran sfo rm er,
s ilc 1,%"x2%" ..... $2. 00

,.

o

"

+,
+.
+.

~8l1nllm

3%"

f' ;,·Y·j). 1::

~
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<io'z:: :
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:r-!SS~: Sorkette~

The uRasco" Catalog

~
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I

98 Park Place, New York City
s.

Factories: Brooklyn, N. Y. - Elkridge, Md_
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15 Cents in Stamps or ·C oin.
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January 30, 1923.

Radio Topics,
1112 North Blvd.,
Oak Park, Ill.
Gentlemen:
Believing in the practice of placing credit where
credit is due, we wish to express our appreciation of the
results obtained from our January advertisement in your
magazine.
We received forty-three inquiries on this one
ad of which twenty-one resulted in bona fide orders including dealers and jobbers.
This we believe to be a very
fair percentage considering the amount of space used and
the price paid for same.
We shall be glad to recommend your publication to
other advertisers should the occasion present itself.
Hopi ~ g for your continued success in the upbuildlng of your
publication., we wish to remain
Yours very truly
GOLLOS ELECTRICAL DEVICES CO., Not Inc.
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WorkRite Reduces Prices
Good News for Radio F ans

Concertola, J r.

Here is the opportunity for y ou t o get W orkRit e V ariometer s and Varia coupler s at prices less than those asked for inferior unknown inst r uments.
T he new W orl.Rit e Super Variometer and VvorkRite Su per 180 0 Variocoupler , wit h 12 taps and wound w ith green silk a re now $3 .50 ea ch. L ast
spring they sold fo r $6.00.

Don 't w ait any longer. Equip your set w it h WorkRit c par t s at
once. Remember the p rices.
W orkRite Super Variometer, each ................ ................ .............. $3.50
WorkRite 180 0 Super V a riocoupler, each .................................. $3.50

Faith in You
is what caused us to make
this big reduction in
prices. In order to maintain it w e must increase
our sales largely . We
must seII 10 instruments
where we previously sold
om:. But we know that
you will justify us in this
fa ith.

Work Rite S ur. e r
Variomet er

C om plete L ist of
W orkRite Products
Th ree D ay Triall If after you haye t ried
t he Coneertola on your sct you find t hat it
do es n ot w o rk satisfactorily return it and
w'e will r efu nd yo u r mon ey .
T h ese ins tru m ents are des igned fo r use
wi th vac uum tu b e s et s h avin g two -s tag e
amp lific a tion .

Wo rk R ile J 8 0 °. Super- V a riocoup/er

W orkRite Concertolas
These Loud Speakers are becoming
more popular every day. And no
wonder w hen you consider that they
have no m etal except in the phone
unit s and t herefore do away w ith
that " tin-panny" tone ent irely.
READ WHAT O N E O F THE
THOUSANDS
OF
CONCERT O LA FANS WRITES US:
R egarding th e W 01'kRite Concertola.
Con certola, Sr.
received some time ago, I wish to advise that it is the best $1 2.00 worth 1
have ever bought. S tations i1"l the f ollowing nttes have all come in very QSA , even on warm nights,
with the Concertola: St. Louis, LMtisville, Pittsbttrgh, Detroit,
Schenectady, Dallas, Tex as, Fort W orth, Texas , A tlanta, Ga., Havana, Cuba, Charlotte, N. c., Chicago, Cleveland and many others.
T hese stations COtt be heard all over the room with ease on w arm
nights, and all otm ' the house on colder nights. With every good
w ord f 01' the Concertola, I am,
EARL E . DA E S CH ,
1103 Columbia Terrace, P arkersburg, W. V a.

Wor kRit e Concertola, Jr., with
Cord and P hone Unit... ...........$12.00
Work Rite Concertola, Sr., w it h
Cord and Phon e Unit ..............$24.00
Work Rit e Super Variometer. Very
sensitive and sharp to tune. P rice
........................................................ ~3 . 5 0
WorkR ite 180 0 Super Variocoupler. Range 180 to 800 meters. P rice
........................................................ $3.50
Wo rkRite Concert Headset. T ry a
Vvork Rite side by side with a ny on
the mar ket. Price ......................$8.50
W o rkR ite E -Z-Tune Dial. H as a
g rip on t he rim where you ca n
g ra sp it for fine adjustments. P ri ce
............................................................ 75c
WorkRite Super Vernier Rheostat.
Has 50,000 possible adjustments.
Price ............................................ $1.50
WorkRite Type "A" H y drometer.
You need one to keep your " A "
Battery in condition. P rice ........ 75c
WorkRite Concertolas.
L oud Speakers of Quality.
W o rkR ite Concertola, Jr ....... $12.00
W orkRite Concertola, Sr.......$24.00
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Say you saw it in .. Radi o T opi cs" whe n writing t o ad v ertis er s.
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